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or arrhythmia. Echocardiography as well as other imaging tools provide information 

about the degree of severity of the stenosis. Nevertheless, careful judgement of 
potential symptoms is crucial. When it comes to treatment, a catheter-based approach 
has emerged as the preferred option in many cases, even though open-chest surgery is 
still standard treatment. Regardless of treatment modality, a multidisciplinary team 
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Preface

Aortic stenosis is the most frequent reason for valvular intervention, and due to an 
ageing population its incidence is likely to increase. As such, healthcare providers 
need to be aware of the condition and possess basic knowledge of how to manage it. 
Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular outflow gradient and aortic valve 
area is fundamental for classifying severity of the stenosis. Historically, a surgical 
approach has been primarily used for treatment, however, a catheter-based approach 
has emerged as a preferable alternative in many patient subgroups, including 
those at intermediate and low levels of risk. This book covers diverse aspects of the 
 etiology, diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up of patients with aortic stenosis.

Peter Magnusson
Karolinska Institute,

Sweden
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Aortic 
Stenosis
Peter Magnusson

1. Definition and symptoms

Aortic stenosis is the most frequent cause of valvular intervention in the Western 
world and is increasing with age. Thus, awareness and basic knowledge about the 
management of aortic stenosis are important for a diverse spectrum of health-care 
providers. When a diagnosis of aortic stenosis is established, careful attention and 
management are warranted by several health-care providers including general 
practitioners, internists, geriatricians, anesthesiologists, thoracic surgeons, and 
imaging experts, besides cardiologists.

Symptoms of aortic stenosis are unspecific and often vague as the disease pro-
gression is typically slow. However, when patients finally present with symptoms 
related to a severe aortic gradient, it may require prompt action. Typically patients 
with aortic stenosis are limited by shortness of breath at exertion. Because adapta-
tion of lifestyle is common, it is crucial to recognize dyspnea due to aortic stenosis. 
Sometimes, a dramatic episode like syncope or cardiac arrhythmia occurs. Cardiac 
auscultation using a stethoscope is common in everyday practice throughout the 
health-care system, and the presence of a cardiac murmur may suggest an aortic 
stenosis. The same holds true for echocardiography (ECG), and signs of left ven-
tricular hypertrophy may lead to further investigations.

2. Diagnostic tools

2.1 Echocardiography

Echocardiography is the cornerstone in identification and follow-up of aortic 
stenosis. It visualizes the calcification of the aortic valve, and the Doppler technique 
quantifies the left ventricular outflow gradient [1]. The aortic valve area can be 
estimated by calculation or planimetry but must be considered in conjunction with 
the mean gradient, wall thickness, ejection fraction, ventricular dimension, valve 
calcification, and hemodynamic parameters at the time of exam.

Four classes of aortic stenosis can be described:

• High-gradient aortic stenosis. Here the valve area is <1 cm2, and the mean 
gradient is >40 mmHg. This is clearly a severe aortic stenosis regardless of 
ejection fraction.

• Low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis with reduced ejection fraction. 
Dobutamine echocardiography may be useful in these situations; an aortic 
valve area above 1 cm2 with flow normalization is suggestive of pseudos-
evere state.
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• Low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis with normal ejection fraction should be 
further evaluated if the area is <1 cm2, especially in the elderly with ventricular 
hypertrophy and diminished left chamber size. Other imaging tools using 
computerized tomography are beneficial to assess calcification score [2, 3].

• Normal-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis with normal ejection fraction and 
mean gradient <40 mmHg even though the valve area is <1 cm2 is judged to be 
mild or moderate but not severe.

2.2 Exercise test

Evaluation of symptoms is related to the aortic stenosis that can be refined at 
an exercise test, typically ergometer bicycle test [4]. Using echocardiography at 
pharmacologically induced stress may reveal an increase in the pressure gradients 
[5]. Furthermore the response of ventricular function at exercise may give valuable 
information.

2.3 Miscellaneous imaging techniques

Multislice computerized tomography is nowadays an established method for 
quantification of valve calcification which is important in patients with low gradi-
ents. Furthermore computerized tomography offers excellent visualization of the 
aorta beyond the first part, the root. This is crucial in determination of preoperative 
anatomical assessment.

2.4 Laboratory markers

NT-proBNP is useful in follow-up of patients with aortic stenosis and is a 
complementary tool between intervals of echocardiography [6, 7].

3. Follow-up

Patients with aortic stenosis who are asymptomatic should undergo reevaluation 
every 6 months and should be asked to inform their physician the case of onset of 
symptoms. In mild to moderate aortic stenosis, evaluation every 3 years is reason-
able but more often if significant calcification is assessed.

4. Treatment

4.1 Aortic stenosis without symptoms

While symptomatic severe aortic stenosis should be recommended intervention 
as rule of thumb, patients without symptoms are controversial. Still, the presence 
of an unequivocal severe aortic stenosis has not been proven to benefit from early 
intervention [8, 9]. Patients with reduced ejection fraction deemed to be secondary 
to aortic stenosis should not be refrained from an intervention. It is also reasonable 
to recommend intervention in cases of exercise-induced symptoms attributed to 
stenosis [10]. In the careful evaluation of asymptomatic patients, the following 
factors can be taken into account: massive hypertrophy, abnormal longitudinal left 
ventricular function, and pulmonary hypertension.
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4.2 Pharmacological approach

Pharmacological therapy, including statins, has no impact on the disease 
progression in aortic stenosis. Nevertheless, concomitant hypertension should be 
treated. Patients who deteriorate into reduced ejection fraction should be subject to 
current heart failure optimization including beta-blocker, angiotensin-converting 
enzyme blocker/angiotensin receptor blocker, aldosterone receptor blocker, and 
rate/rhythm control if atrial fibrillation occurs.

4.3 Interventional approach

A patient with symptoms due to severe aortic stenosis should be evaluated for an 
interventional treatment. This is the only approach that will improve survival and 
relieve symptoms. In patients with an overall life expectancy of <12 months based 
on irreversible comorbidities, a conservative management is advocated.

The interventional mode is either surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR) or 
transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI). Based on the European Society 
Guidelines, a STS/EuroSCORE ≥4% favors TAVI and patients younger than 75 years 
based on limited long-term follow-up data of TAVI. In elderly patients, severe 
comorbidities (pulmonary or renal), considerable frailty, and those with restricted 
mobility, TAVI is preferred. In patients who previously underwent open-chest 
heart surgery, TAVI is advantageous due to adherent tissue which may complicate a 
second sternotomy.

4.4 Anatomical aspects: TAVI vs. SAVR

There are several factors that may be taken into account when choosing between 
TAVI and SAVR. A possible arterial approach is almost a prerequisite for TAVI, 
even though alternative routes may be an option. TAVI is the preferred method in 
patients who have sequele after chest radiation, porcelain aorta, risk of damage to 
grafting anastomosis following bypass surgery, and chest deformation. On the con-
trary, aortic root malfunction, thrombi in the aorta, and valve prosthesis mismatch 
are factors likely to favor TAVI.

SAVR should be performed in the case of concomitant need of other valve 
surgeries, aneurysm of the aorta, and septal hypertrophy requiring myectomy in 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

4.5 Cardiac and extra-cardiac aspects: TAVI vs. SAVR

The individual risk should be assessed after careful evaluation and discussed 
between team members. The local resources and experience are important to be 
taken into account. In patients with high risk, TAVI is superior [11, 12]. Recently 
additional evidence points in the direction to favor TAVI in the majority of cases 
even in patients with low risk [13]. Notably, significant vascular complications, 
need of pacemaker implantation, and paravalvular regurgitation are more frequent 
for TAVI [14, 15]. SAVR is associated with more severe bleeding, acute renal fail-
ure, and atrial fibrillation. The risk of ischemic stroke seems to be similar [14, 15].

5. Future perspectives

The technical advancement of TAVI is expected to improve, and the increased 
volume is likely beneficial. However, long-term results over the decades are still 
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Abstract

Approximately 40% of patients with aortic stenosis (AS) show discordant 
Doppler-echocardiographic parameters with aortic valve area (AVA) <1 cm2 and/or 
index iAVA <0.6 cm2/m2 (consistent with severe AS) and the mean gradient (MG) 
<40 mmHg, consistent with mild/moderate AS. Accurate diagnosis of true severe low 
flow low gradient AS versus pseudo-severe aortic stenosis is important for prognosis 
and optimal timing for intervention. Doppler echocardiography using intravenous 
low dose dobutamine challenge is widely used for differentiating pseudo-severe 
from true severe aortic stenosis. However, relying on echocardiography alone may 
have limitations in accurate diagnosis. Reliable diagnosis using echocardiography 
is dependent on multiple factors like the angle of interrogation of the aortic jet, the 
assumption that the LVOT area is circular in cross section, optimal echo windows, 
the presence of underlying subclinical coronary artery disease prior to dobutamine 
challenge etc. In this chapter, we describe non-invasive and invasive strategies to 
assess the aortic valve using dobutamine stress. Direct measurement of gradients 
across the aortic valve while estimating the change in cardiac output and aortic valve 
area with increments of dobutamine infusion dose is complementary, safe and useful 
when conventional echocardiography techniques are inconclusive. Finally, the chap-
ter describes effective strategies of treatment for low gradient severe aortic stenosis, 
including the role for diagnostic balloon valvuloplasty, in the era of transcatheter 
valve replacement (TAVR).

Keywords: balloon aortic valvuloplasty, dobutamine stress test, low flow low 
gradient severe aortic stenosis, pseudo-severe aortic stenosis, trans-catheter aortic 
valve replacement

1. Introduction

Degenerative calcific aortic stenosis (AS) is the commonest primary valvular 
heart disease responsible for approximately 85,000 valve replacement procedures 
and 15,000 deaths per year in North America [1].

The diagnosis and staging of AS is primarily based on symptoms and Doppler 
echocardiography. AS is considered severe when the patient has a mean transval-
vular gradient >40 mmHg, a peak aortic jet velocity >4 m/s, an aortic valve area 
(AVA) <1.0 cm2, indexed aortic valve area (iAVA) <0.6 cm2/m2 and a dimensionless 
velocity index <0.25 [2–4].
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However, in up to 40% of patients with AS, there is discordance between aortic 
valve area (<1 cm2 suggesting severe AS) and transvalvular gradients (<40 mmHg 
suggesting non-severe AS) on Doppler echocardiography [5–7]. These patients are 
referred to as having “low gradient” severe AS. Most of these patients have a “low 
flow state” across the aortic valve, which is defined as an indexed stroke volume 
<35 ml/m2. Many of these patients may be quite advanced in the natural history 
of severe AS. Despite challenges in establishing accurate diagnosis, “low gradient” 
severe AS patients tend to have poorer outcomes compared to patients with “high 
gradient” severe AS. This chapter describes the etiology, classification, diagnosis 
and management options of low flow low gradient (LFLG) severe AS.

2. Classification of aortic stenosis

All major guidelines have classified aortic stenosis based on hemodynamic 
parameters, symptoms and the left ventricular (LV) systolic function (Figure 1). 
According to the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association, 
severe aortic stenosis is classified into asymptomatic severe AS (stage C) and 
symptomatic severe AS (stage D). Asymptomatic severe AS depending on LV 
function is further sub classified into stage C1—with normal LV function and stage 
C2—with reduced LV function (left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <50%). 
Symptomatic severe AS is sub classified into three stages depending on blood flow 
across the aortic valve and hemodynamic characteristics (Figure 2). Normal flow 
(>35 ml/m2), high gradient (>40 mmHg), severe AS (AVA <1 cm2/iAVA <0.6 cm/m2)  
is the most easily recognized entity with little diagnostic confusion (stage D1).

Low flow low gradient (LFLG) severe aortic stenosis (stages D2 and D3) rep-
resents an advanced stage in the hemodynamic spectrum of severe AS with poor 
prognosis and higher surgical morbidity and mortality than normal flow high 
gradient severe AS [8–12].

Although not incorporated into guidelines some authors recognize another 
variant called normal flow low gradient severe AS. This is a relatively poorly 
defined entity with unclear pathophysiology. Apart from measurement errors, one 
proposed explanation is that these patients have reduced arterial compliance (stiff 
arteries), which leads to a faster arterial wave reflection from the periphery. The 

Figure 1. 
Stage of aortic stenosis—adapted and modified from Nishimura et al. [2].
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early reflection of the arterial wave at the end of systole may dampen the transval-
vular gradients, independent of transvalvular flow. This phenomenon may, in part, 
explain the small AVA and low gradient discordance observed in patients with 
normal flow, low gradient severe AS.

2.1 Low flow low gradient severe AS with reduced ejection fraction (stage D2)

This entity is found in about 5–10% of patients with severe AS. It is more 
prevalent in men, and is very often associated with coronary artery disease [13]. 
LFLG severe AS is defined as indexed stroke volume <35 ml/m2, LVEF <50%, AVA 
<1.0 cm2/iAVA <0.6 cm2/m2 and mean aortic valve gradient <40 mmHg [2]. As 
severe AS progresses over several years, the left ventricle responds to the increase in 
afterload by concentric left ventricular hypertrophy. This compensatory mechanism 
helps the left ventricle pump against an increase in afterload as well as offset the 
increase in wall tension. The compensatory mechanism is reflected in the natural 
history of aortic stenosis where patients with severe AS who are truly asymptomatic 
have a relatively long symptom free period. However onset of symptoms indicates 
a significant turning point in the natural history with poor prognosis when left 
untreated (Figure 3). The average life expectancy for patients with severe AS is 
2 years for those with shortness of breath, 3 years for patients with syncope, and 
5 years for those with angina [16].

Patients who start out as normal flow high gradient severe AS eventually transform 
into LFLG severe AS with reduced LVEF through a number mechanisms (Figure 4).  
The long standing persistent left ventricular hypertrophy leads to oxygen supply 
demand mismatch, reduced capillary density, chronic subendocardial ischemia 
and interstitial fibrosis. Another important reason for LV dysfunction is coexistent 
coronary artery disease seen in a majority of these patients—49–76% [8, 9, 12].

Eventually the left ventricle fails to keep up with the high pressure gradients and 
decompensates due to the afterload mismatch. The LV dilates, stroke volumes drops 

Figure 2. 
Subtypes of low-gradient aortic stenosis. AS, aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve area; LVEF, left ventricular 
ejection fraction; MG, mean transvalvular gradient; SVi, stroke volume index. Reproduced with permission 
from Clavel et al. [32].
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Figure 3. 
(A) Natural history as reflected by event-free survival in asymptomatic patients with AS. Initial aortic jet 
velocity (Vmax) stratifies patients according to the likelihood that symptoms requiring valve replacement will 
develop over time [14]. (B) Outcomes with very severe AS. Kaplan-Meier event-free survival rate for patients 
with a peak aortic jet velocity of 4.0 m/s or greater [15]. In both A and B, most “events” consisted of the onset of 
symptoms warranting aortic valve replacement.

Figure 4. 
Factors leading to transformation of high gradient severe aortic stenosis to low flow low gradient severe aortic 
stenosis with reduced ejection fraction.
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and LVEF falls. As the flow across the stenosed aortic valve declines, the ability of 
the valve to open (which is flow dependent) reduces and hence the calculated aortic 
valve area is low. The pressure gradients across the valve are measured by modified 
Bernoulli’s equation (P = 4V2, P, transaortic valve pressure gradient; V, maximum 
velocity of the aortic jet). Since flow velocities decline along with the stroke volume, 
the measured pressure gradients also drop exponentially. This leads to LFLG severe 
AS, with overall poor prognosis and a consensus class IIa recommendation for aortic 
valve replacement (AVR).

2.2 Low flow low gradient severe AS with preserved left ventricular ejection 
fraction (stage D3)

As opposed to patients with “classic” LFLG AS with reduced LVEF, those with 
“paradoxical” LFLG AS have preserved LVEF. This entity is defined as an LVEF >50%, 
the presence of a low flow (stroke volume index <35 ml/m2), an AVA <1.0 cm2,  
an iAVA <0.6 cm2/m2, and a mean aortic valve gradient <40 mmHg [2, 5, 17].  
LFLG pattern is seen in 5–15% of patients with severe AS and is more prevalent 
in women and elderly patients. These patients have excessive LV hypertrophy in 
response to the hemodynamic stress. As a result they have small LV cavities and 
hence a low stroke volumes despite the preserved LVEF. Other factors (Figure 5) that 
contribute to low forward flow across the aortic valve include mitral regurgitation/
stenosis, tricuspid regurgitation/stenosis, atrial fibrillation and infiltrative cardio-
myopathies like amyloidosis. Paradoxical LFLG AS shares clinical, pathological and 
hemodynamic similarities with heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. Both 
conditions are characterized by significant concentric left ventricular hypertrophy 

Figure 5. 
Factors leading to transformation of high gradient severe aortic stenosis to paradoxical low flow low gradient 
severe aortic stenosis.
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leading to small cavity size and restrictive physiology. In addition there is marked 
reduction in intrinsic LV systolic function that may not be apparent by routinely 
used echocardiographic indices. Global longitudinal strain is a more sensitive param-
eter that helps unmask the apparently normal LVEF in these patients. It is reduced to 
a larger extent due to fibrosis along the subendocardial layer. These findings suggest 
that paradoxical LFLG AS is a more advanced stage in the hemodynamic spectrum of 
severe AS [5, 18, 19] and classified in guidelines as stage D3.

2.3  Moderate aortic stenosis with left ventricular dysfunction—“pseudo-
severe” aortic stenosis

One of the main challenges in the diagnosis of LFLG severe AS is distinguishing it 
from pseudo-severe AS, i.e., moderate AS with underlying LV dysfunction, unrelated 
to aortic stenosis. In this case, the primary culprit is LV dysfunction; typically due to 
associated cardiomyopathy (ischemic or idiopathic) or myocarditis. The myopathic 
ventricle fails to generate adequate blood flow to open the aortic valve sufficiently, 
hence overestimating severity of AS on echocardiography. At the same time, the gradi-
ents across the aortic valve are low related to lower transvalvular flow. This produces a 
hemodynamic picture similar to LFLG severe AS. Studies have shown that in patients 
with pseudo-severe AS, the 5-year survival with medical therapy is better than in true 
severe AS and comparable with that of propensity matched patients with heart failure 
with reduced ejection fraction and no evidence of valve disease (Figure 6) [20].

Paradoxically, moderate aortic stenosis for a normal ventricle may be function-
ally more significant for the myopathic ventricle. Some studies have suggested that 
moderate AS may have a detrimental effect on outcomes in patients with coexistent 
LV dysfunction. This concept raises the hypothesis that aortic valve replacement 
(AVR) may be beneficial in such patients [21, 22]. Trans-catheter Aortic Valve 

Figure 6. 
Kaplan-Meier survival estimates under conservative treatment among 28 patients with pseudo-severe aortic 
stenosis and 28 propensity-matched patients with systolic heart failure. Reproduced with permission from 
Fougères et al. [20].
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Replacement to UNload the Left ventricle in patients with ADvanced heart failure 
(TAVR UNLOAD) trial is designed to test the above hypothesis. Patients with heart 
failure with reduced ejection fraction and moderate AS confirmed by resting and/
or dobutamine stress echocardiography are randomized to optimized heart failure 
therapy alone versus optimized heart failure therapy plus transcatheter AVR.

3. Diagnosis of low flow low gradient severe aortic stenosis

Transthoracic echocardiogram is the gold standard to detect the “low flow state” 
across the aortic valve. Accurate Doppler echocardiographic measurements of 
stroke volume, AVA, and gradient are important to minimize underestimation of 
severe AS or an overestimation of moderate AS.

3.1 Echocardiographic caveats in estimating AS severity

Typically Doppler echocardiographic assessment is operator dependent. 
Optimal alignment of the continuous wave Doppler beam with the direction of the 
aortic flow jet is crucial to accurately quantify aortic valve gradient, aortic valve 
area and thereby severity of AS. The apical window detects peak velocity in 40% 
of cases where as the right parasternal window picks up peak velocity in 50% of 
cases [23]. A multiwindow approach is recommended which includes apical, right 
parasternal, suprasternal and right supraclavicular windows.

The most common technical pitfall that may lead to an erroneous diagnosis of low-
flow state and overestimation of AS severity is underestimation of the left ventricular 
outflow tract (LVOT) diameter. The effective AVA is determined by the continuity 
equation method (Figure 7), which is based on the principle that the flow across the left 
ventricular outflow tract should be equal to the flow across the aortic valve. Since the 
LVOT diameter is squared in the equation, an underestimation of the LVOT diameter 
may lead to underestimation of valve area and thus the false conclusion that the patient 
has LFLG severe AS when, in fact, the patient has normal flow and/or moderate AS.

The 2009 European Association of Echocardiography/American Society of 
Echocardiography guidelines suggest measuring the diameter and velocity 5–10 mm 
below the aortic annulus. However, recent studies suggest measuring the LVOT 
diameter inner-edge-to-inner-edge from the base of the right coronary cusp ante-
riorly to the commissure posteriorly [24, 25]. From a practical standpoint, an easy 
way to measure the LVOT diameter is to assess the pulse wave Doppler signal from 
the distal to proximal LVOT in the apical view. The LVOT velocity time integral is 
then measured just below the point where aliasing is seen, when the flow signals are 
smooth with sharp borders. The LVOT diameter is ideally measured at this point in 
the parasternal long axis view (Figure 8).

3.1.1 Dobutamine stress echocardiography

Once technical errors in measurement are ruled out, it is essential to distinguish 
LFLG true severe AS from pseudo-severe AS. deFilippi et al. [26] were the first to 
demonstrate that low dose (up to 20 μg/kg/min) dobutamine stress echocardiogra-
phy (DSE) may be used in these patients to distinguish true versus pseudo-severe 
stenosis. The use of DSE for this purpose has received a class IIa (level of evidence: B)  
recommendation in the American College of Cardiology/American Heart 
Association-European Society of Cardiology (ACC/AHA-ESC/EACTS) guidelines 
[1–3], and a similar protocol has also been used for invasive assessment in cardiac 
catheterization laboratory by Nishimura et al. [27].
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Figure 6. 
Kaplan-Meier survival estimates under conservative treatment among 28 patients with pseudo-severe aortic 
stenosis and 28 propensity-matched patients with systolic heart failure. Reproduced with permission from 
Fougères et al. [20].
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Replacement to UNload the Left ventricle in patients with ADvanced heart failure 
(TAVR UNLOAD) trial is designed to test the above hypothesis. Patients with heart 
failure with reduced ejection fraction and moderate AS confirmed by resting and/
or dobutamine stress echocardiography are randomized to optimized heart failure 
therapy alone versus optimized heart failure therapy plus transcatheter AVR.
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Dobutamine recruits myocardial contractility in normal and hibernating 
myocardium, thus enhancing stroke volume and transvalvular flow. This is referred 
to as “stroke volume reserve.” Patients with more than 20% rise in stroke volume at 
peak dobutamine levels are referred to as having stroke volume reserve. When the 
flow across the valve increases, depending on the underlying condition, one of two 
possibilities occurs. If the patient has true severe AS, the valve being intrinsically 
restricted cannot open up further. In this case the transaortic gradients will increase 
with little or no change in aortic valve area. On the other hand in patients with 
pseudo-severe AS, aortic valve area increases significantly (>0.6 cm2/m2) with little 
or no change in trans-aortic gradients (Figure 9).

Though not incorporated into guidelines, in our experience, DSE can also be used 
in patients with LFLG severe AS with preserved LVEF. Dobutamine is able to recruit 
the subendocardial longitudinally oriented myocardial fibers and further increase 
transvalvular flow. Studies have estimated that about 30–40% of patients with LFLG 
severe AS may not have adequate stroke volume reserve (<20% rise in stroke volume 
with peak dobutamine stress) [9, 21, 26–28]. They have higher operative mortality 
(22–33%) than those with flow reserve (5–8%) [9]. However the presence or absence of 
flow reserve cannot be used to predict recovery of LV function after valve replacement 

Figure 7. 
Continuity equation, formula to calculate aortic valve area. The LVOT is assumed to be cross sectional in area.
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and cannot be used to determine long term prognosis. The French Multicenter Study 
of LFLG AS reported that, in patients with no LV flow reserve who survived surgical 
aortic valve replacement (SAVR) had similar improvement in post-operative LVEF and 
late survival rate compared to patients with preserved LV flow reserve [29] (Figure 10).

These findings suggest that DSE is useful to distinguish true severe from pseudo-
severe AS and estimate operative risk. However, DES does not predict recovery of 

Figure 8. 
The pulse wave Doppler is walked from the distal to proximal LVOT. At point 3, aliasing is noted suggesting 
that the Doppler signal is within the turbulent aortic jet. The pulse wave Doppler is moved just distal to point 
3 (at point 2) where laminar LVOT velocities are seen. The LVOT VTI is measured at this point and the LVOT 
diameter at this corresponding point in the parasternal long axis view.

Figure 9. 
In the presence of stroke volume reserve, if the valve area remains more or less constant with increase in 
gradient >40 mmHg, it is suggestive of true severe AS. On the other hand, if the valve area increases with no 
significant change in gradients, it is suggestive of pseudo severe AS.
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LV function, improvement in symptom status, and late survival after SAVR [9, 13, 30].  
Though the absence of flow reserve portends higher perioperative mortality, DSE 
should only be used as a diagnostic modality. The absence of LV flow reserve should 
not exclude patients for AVR [9, 12].

3.1.2 Projected effective orifice area

DSE results maybe inconclusive in 30–40% due to inadequate stroke volume 
reserve [9, 13]. In this patient subset, the investigators of the TOPAS (Truly or 
Pseudo-Severe Aortic Stenosis) study proposed to calculate the projected effective 
orifice area (EOA) that would have occurred at a standardized flow rate of 250 ml/s 
(EOAProj) [21, 31] (Figure 11). This parameter, standardized for flow, has been 
shown to better predict the actual hemodynamic severity of the valve stenosis and 
the clinical outcome of patients with classical or paradoxical LFLG AS, as com-
pared with standard stress echocardiography parameters [8, 21, 33]. A projected 
AVA <1.0 cm2 confirms the presence of true severe AS (Figure 11). Some patients 
may not have an adequate increase in stroke volume but nevertheless will have an 
increase in transvalvular flow rate due to shortening of ejection time. The phase III 
of the TOPAS study is currently underway and is expected to be completed by 2022.

3.1.3 CT calcium score of the aortic valve

About 15–20% of patients may have inconclusive results from DSE and may not 
have adequate transvalvular flow rate to calculate projected effective orifice area. 
DSE can be used in patients with paradoxical LFLG AS; however, some patients with 
very small LV cavities can develop dynamic LVOT obstruction and hypotension. For 
such patients, an alternative method to assess aortic stenosis severity is proposed.

Multi detector computerized tomography (MDCT) scan without contrast can 
accurately quantify calcium distribution along the AV leaflets. Calcium burden 
along the AV leaflets has been shown to correlate with severity of aortic stenosis 
[34]. It is an anatomical test independent of hemodynamics, blood flow and does 
not require administration of contrast or any stress agents. For the quantitation of 
calcification, a non-contrast MDCT scan during trained end-inspiration breath-
hold is performed. Radiation exposure for such an examination is <3 mSV. The 
amount of calcification in the region of the aortic valve is quantitated using the 

Figure 10. 
Patients with no LV flow (contractile) reserve (Group II) defined as 20% increase in stroke volume during DSE 
have markedly reduced survival compared with those with LV flow reserve (Group I), regardless of the type of 
treatment. Aortic valve replacement is associated with dramatic improvement in survival in patients with LV 
flow reserve and a trend for better survival in those with no flow reserve. *p 0.001 versus medical; §p 0.07 versus 
medical. Adapted with permission from Monin et al. [9].
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modified Agatston method, in which calcification is defined as four adjacent pixels 
with a density >130 Hounsfield Units [35]. The aortic valve calcium score measured 
by MDCT strongly correlates with hemodynamic severity, the progression rate, 
and the clinical outcomes of AS patients [34, 36, 37]. Women tend to develop less 
calcification for the same degree of severity of stenosis. Cut off values for valve 
calcification to differentiate severe versus non-severe AS in men is >2000 AU and in 
women >1200 AU [34, 38]. The same approach should be applied when using cutoff 
point for aortic valve calcium density (i.e., calcium score indexed to LVOT area): 
>500 AU/cm2 in men versus >300 AU/cm2 in women [34–38] (Figure 12).

It is important to note that MDCT grossly underestimates valve fibrosis and 
hence significantly underestimates severe AS in younger patients [39]. Hence this 
technique may be used in older patients where the degenerative aortic valve pathol-
ogy is driven by valve calcification.

3.1.4 Invasive assessment of aortic stenosis in the catheterization laboratory

3.1.4.1 Pitfalls of echocardiography in diagnosis of AS

The advent of echocardiography revolutionized the field of cardiology providing 
hemodynamic data that could only be previously obtained by invasive cardiac cathe-
terization. However echocardiographic derivations are based on some basic assump-
tions, which might not be reliable for all patient anatomy. Furthermore, there are 
limitations on subjective assessment by personnel with varying experience. Doppler 
measurements are dependent on the angle of insinuation of the sound waves against 
the jet of blood flow across the aortic valve (Figure 13). Depending on the restric-
tion along the leaflet coaptation edges, the jet of blood through the stenosed AV, can 
be eccentric. This makes it almost impossible to align the continuous wave Doppler 
perpendicular to the jet. The peak velocity is inversely proportional to the cosine 
of the angle of insinuation. Even a 1° off axis tilt may reduce the peak velocity by 
0.04 m/s representing an error of 1%, considering a cut off value of 4 m/s for severe 
aortic stenosis. When the estimated velocity is squared to calculate pressure gradient 
across the aortic valve, any error is exponentially increased.

Figure 11. 
DSE in a patient with low flow low gradient state across the aortic valve. Even with dobutamine the valve area 
is 0.81 cm2 and the mean gradient is still <40 mmHg. Due to inconclusive results, the projected effective orifice 
area is calculated at a normalized flow rate of 250 ml/s which is 0.84 cm2 suggesting the presence of true severe 
AS. Adapted with permission from Clavel et al. [32].
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Another common limitation of echocardiography is the assumption that LVOT is 
circular in cross section, when in fact it is circular in only 1–2% of cases (Figure 14). 
The LVOT is a three-dimensional (3D) dynamic structure that is often elliptical, 
with the antero-posterior dimension representing the smaller minor axis diameter, 
as compared with the generally larger diameter in the sagittal plane. Hence, 2D 
echocardiography may underestimate the LVOT area compared with 3D imaging 
modalities such as 3D echocardiography, MDCT, or cardiac magnetic resonance 
[40–43]. To overcome the potential underestimation of the LVOT diameter and 
stroke volume and AVA by 2D echocardiography, the use of a hybrid approach has 
been suggested, where the LVOT area is measured by MDCT or 3D echocardiog-
raphy and the LVOT and aortic flow velocities are measured by Doppler echocar-
diography [43, 44]. However, it is also important to note, the AVA value generally 
used to define severe AS <1.0 cm2, has been established and validated by outcome 
studies, where AVA was measured by standard 2D Doppler-echocardiography  
[2, 4]. A recent study demonstrated that the hybrid approach systematically overes-
timates the LVOT area and thus AVA. The best discriminative hybrid AVA to predict 
mortality in patients with AS under medical treatment was larger (1.2 cm2) versus 
the Doppler-echocardiographic AVA (1.0 cm2) [43].

Finally, it becomes difficult to obtain LVOT velocity time integral when there 
is associated subaortic fixed or dynamic obstruction contributing to transvalvular 
gradients.

Figure 12. 
Quantitation of aortic valve calcium by multi-detector computed tomography for the assessment of stenosis severity 
in low-gradient aortic stenosis. (A) Multi-detector computed tomography can be used to quantitate aortic valve 
calcification by the modified Agatston method. With this method, calcification is defined as four adjacent pixels 
with density 0.130 Hounsfield units. Different cut-point values of valve calcium score should be used in women 
(0.1200 AU) versus men (0.2000 AU) to differentiate true-severe versus pseudo-severe stenosis in low-flow, low-
gradient aortic stenosis. (B) Serial multi-detector computed tomography slices at the level of the aortic valve showing 
a severely calcified valve with a calcium score of 5040 AU consistent with true-severe aortic stenosis. Calcified areas 
are displayed in yellow in the bottom images. (C) Mild calcification (score 271 AU) consistent with pseudo-severe 
aortic stenosis. (D) Pitfalls in the assessment of aortic valve calcification by multi-detector computed tomography. 
For the calculation of calcium score, it is important to only include aortic valve calcification and exclude calcification 
of aorta, coronary arteries, LVOT, and mitral annulus. Adapted with permission from Clavel et al. [32].
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3.1.4.2 Invasive assessment of severe AS

Currently invasive measurement is recommended only when non-invasive tests 
are inconclusive, the patient has poor echo windows or when there is significant 
discrepancy between the patient’s clinical symptoms and echocardiographic data. 
Figure 15 shows the steps of invasive assessment of aortic stenosis in the catheter-
ization lab. Ideally simultaneous pressure gradients are measured by obtaining dual 
arterial access. Single arterial puncture may also be used for diagnosis by inserting a 
7F long sheath reaching the ascending aorta from where pressure can be transduced 
from the side port of the long sheath. The pressure from the left ventricle should 
be transduced through a 5F pigtail catheter inserted into the left ventricle through 
the long sheath. The cardiac output is measured either by thermodilution using a 
Swan Ganz catheter or by Fick’s principle. Dobutamine stress can be achieved using 
incremental doses, infused through a venous sheath. Cardiac output, mean gradient 
across the aortic valve, aortic valve area and iAVA is calculated after at least  
2 minutes of incremental dobutamine infusion [27].

Figure 13. 
Doppler measurements are angle dependent. For optimal values the angle of insinuation should be parallel/
antiparallel (0 or 180°) to the flow of blood. As the Doppler angle increases, the measured velocities decrease, 
thus underestimating velocities.

Figure 14. 
CT showing elliptical shape of the LVOT.
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Figure 15. 
Invasive assessment of low flow gradient AS in the Cathlab. Panel A shows the initial setup of the catheters. 
A 7F long sheath is positioned with its tip in the ascending aorta from where aortic pressures are transduced. 
A 5F pigtail is positioned in the LV through the long sheath to measure LV pressures. A Swan Ganz catheter is 
positioned in the pulmonary artery to measure cardiac output at each stage. Panel B—at baseline the patient 
is shown to have an indexed valve area of 0.5 cm2, with a mean gradient of 34 mmHg across the aortic valve. 
Panel C—with 10 μg/min of dobutamine, the trans-aortic gradients increase from 34 to 57 mmHg with no 
significant change in indexed valve area suggesting the presence of true severe AS.

Figure 16. 
Four-step algorithm for the diagnostic and therapeutic management of low-gradient AS. AVC ¼ aortic 
valve calcification; AVCd ¼ aortic valve calcification density; AVR ¼ aortic valve replacement; CMR ¼ 
cardiac magnetic resonance; MDCT ¼ multi-detector computed tomography; RCT ¼ randomized controlled 
trial; TEE ¼ transesophageal echocardiography; TTE ¼ transthoracic echocardiography. Reproduced with 
permission from Clavel et al. [1].
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Invasive assessment is not limited by the factors that confound echocardio-
graphic measurement mentioned above. In the presence of serial obstruction, an 
end hole catheter can be positioned above and below the point of interest and pres-
sure gradients can be reassessed. In this scenario, it is possible to determine the site 
that contributes maximally to gradients—either the valve or the obstruction further 
down in the LVOT, thus facilitating accurate diagnosis.

Another advantage of invasive assessment is that the operators often perform 
coronary angiography prior to potentially inducing dobutamine stress. When there 
is no flow limiting coronary artery disease, higher doses of dobutamine (up to 40 μg/
kg body weight) can be used to obtain a conclusive result. When there is associated 
significant coronary artery disease, high dose dobutamine (>30 μg/kg body weight) 
can result in a “biphasic response,” further reducing blood flow across the aortic 
valve, thus confounding results. This is one of the main reasons why a low dose 
dobutamine is recommended when doing a DSE. In the cardiac catherization labora-
tory however, any significant coronary artery disease can be treated percutaneously 
before escalating to higher doses of dobutamine to diagnose LFLG severe AS.

The disadvantage of invasive assessment is the potential complications of car-
diac catheterization, especially when crossing the heavily calcified aortic valve; in 
particular stroke. In the presence of a small aortic root, the phenomenon of “pres-
sure recovery” may confound gradients by increasing aortic pressure and under 
estimating transvalvular pressure gradients.

The diagnosis of LFLG severe aortic stenosis requires a systematic approach with 
a series of tests. Figure 16 summarizes an algorithm for assessment of low flow low 
gradient aortic stenosis.

4. Prognosis and management

The importance of establishing the diagnosis of LFLG severe AS is reflected in 
its differing prognosis to high gradient severe AS. Not only are the outcomes with 
conservative management worse in LFLG AS, studies have also suggested poorer 
outcomes following intervention.

4.1 “Classical” low flow low gradient severe AS with reduced left  
ventricular ejection fraction: (stage D2)

Among the subgroups of severe AS, classical LFLG AS has the worst clinical 
outcome. With medical management the 2-year survival is approximately 40–60%. 
Thirty-day mortality of SAVR is high depending on the presence or absence of flow 
reserve (8–33%) [8, 9, 12, 13, 29]. However, if patients survive SAVR, there is a 
prognostic benefit compared to medical therapy. There is limited head to head ran-
domized data comparing SAVR and TAVR in patients with LFLG severe AS. There 
are few studies that suggest that TAVR leads to better and faster LV function recov-
ery compared to SAVR [45, 46]. It is well known that TAVR, especially with supra-
annular valves leads to less patient prosthesis mismatch, which is an independent 
predictor of worse outcomes [46], especially in patients with reduced LV ejection 
fraction. In patients with no flow reserve who represent the highest risk subgroup, 
TAVR may have a definite survival benefit over SAVR. Thought the PARTNER I trial 
conclusively proved the superiority of TAVR to medical management and similar 
outcomes to SAVR [47], patients with no LV flow reserve as well as those with very 
low LVEF were excluded. More randomized studies are needed to confirm the 
superiority of TAVR over SAVR in patients with classical LFLG severe AS (stage D2).

The heart team plays the central role in selecting the most appropriate modality  
of treatment, i.e., TAVR versus SAVR versus medical management (Figure 17). 
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Figure 15. 
Invasive assessment of low flow gradient AS in the Cathlab. Panel A shows the initial setup of the catheters. 
A 7F long sheath is positioned with its tip in the ascending aorta from where aortic pressures are transduced. 
A 5F pigtail is positioned in the LV through the long sheath to measure LV pressures. A Swan Ganz catheter is 
positioned in the pulmonary artery to measure cardiac output at each stage. Panel B—at baseline the patient 
is shown to have an indexed valve area of 0.5 cm2, with a mean gradient of 34 mmHg across the aortic valve. 
Panel C—with 10 μg/min of dobutamine, the trans-aortic gradients increase from 34 to 57 mmHg with no 
significant change in indexed valve area suggesting the presence of true severe AS.

Figure 16. 
Four-step algorithm for the diagnostic and therapeutic management of low-gradient AS. AVC ¼ aortic 
valve calcification; AVCd ¼ aortic valve calcification density; AVR ¼ aortic valve replacement; CMR ¼ 
cardiac magnetic resonance; MDCT ¼ multi-detector computed tomography; RCT ¼ randomized controlled 
trial; TEE ¼ transesophageal echocardiography; TTE ¼ transthoracic echocardiography. Reproduced with 
permission from Clavel et al. [1].
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fraction. In patients with no flow reserve who represent the highest risk subgroup, 
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conclusively proved the superiority of TAVR to medical management and similar 
outcomes to SAVR [47], patients with no LV flow reserve as well as those with very 
low LVEF were excluded. More randomized studies are needed to confirm the 
superiority of TAVR over SAVR in patients with classical LFLG severe AS (stage D2).

The heart team plays the central role in selecting the most appropriate modality  
of treatment, i.e., TAVR versus SAVR versus medical management (Figure 17). 
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A comprehensive risk stratification algorithm that takes into consideration risk 
scores (STS), frailty indices, major organ compromise and procedure specific 
impediments is used by the heart team to risk stratify the patient. Ideally the risk 
stratification process may also take into consideration specific factors that are not 
mentioned in the guidelines. These include preoperative NHYA class >III, low 
trans-aortic gradient (<20 mmHg), absence of flow reserve and reduced global 
longitudinal strain. A reduced global longitudinal strain, by itself suggests high 
risk, independent of risk scores (STS/Euroscore) [8, 9, 12].

Palliative balloon aortic valvuloplasty and medical management should be con-
sidered in patients with an expected life expectancy <1 year (Figure 17). In patients 
with classical LFLG severe AS with prohibitive and high surgical risk TAVR is 
recommended. In patients with intermediate surgical risk, SAVR or TAVR may 
be considered depending heart team evaluation; depending on other factors such 
as frailty, major organ compromise and procedure specific impediments (hostile 
chest in case of SAVR or vascular access route for TAVR).

4.2  Paradoxical low flow low gradient severe AS with preserved ejection 
fraction (stage D3)

Patients with paradoxical LFLG AS fare better than patients with classical LFLG 
AS [5, 18, 48]. The PARTNER I cohort B is the only randomized trial that reports 
better survival after TAVR compared to medical management [47], all other studies 

Figure 17. 
Algorithm for the management of classical (reduced left ventricular ejection fraction) low-flow, low-gradient 
aortic stenosis. AoV, aortic valve; BAV, balloon aortic valvuloplasty; MDCT, multi-detector computed 
tomography; SAVR, surgical aortic valve replacement; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement. 
Reproduced with permission from Clavel et al. [32].
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being observational. AVR reduces mortality by 57% in patients with paradoxical 
LFLG AS [49].

LVEF is a relatively poor and misleading parameter in assessing LV function 
especially in paradoxical LFLG AS. Higher degree of myocardial fibrosis docu-
mented either by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging or global longitudinal strain 
are independent risk factors for mortality in patients with paradoxical LFLG AS 
[50, 51].

The role of plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) in risk stratification of 
patients with paradoxical LFLG AS is unclear [30]. Owing to significant LV con-
centric remodeling and small LV cavities, the LV wall stress may even be normal, 
thus the extent of myocardial stretch and release of BNP may not accurately 
reflect the severity of impairment of myocardial structure/function in these 
patients.

A systematic heart team approach is recommended to optimize outcomes 
(Figure 18). Aortic valve replacement should be considered in symptomatic 
patients with paradoxical LFLG and true severe AS. TAVR may be superior to SAVR 
in patients with paradoxical LFLG AS [47]. Certain factors intrinsic to patients with 
paradoxical LFLG AS pose higher surgical risks compared to patients with high 
gradient AS. These include higher prevalence in female sex, older age, systemic 
hypertension, atrial fibrillation, restrictive LV physiology and smaller aortic annu-
lus that predisposes to patient prosthesis mismatch [52–54]. TAVR was associated 

Figure 18. 
Algorithm for the management of paradoxical (preserved left ventricular ejection fraction) low-flow, low-
gradient aortic stenosis. AVAi, indexed aortic valve area; MR, mitral regurgitation; MS, mitral stenosis; TR, 
tricuspid regurgitation. Reproduced with permission from Clavel et al. [32].
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with better 1-year survival compared with SAVR in patients with paradoxical LFLG 
AS in the PARTNER-I Cohort A trial. Further studies are needed to confirm the 
potential superiority of TAVR versus SAVR in this subset of patients.

5. Role of diagnostic balloon aortic valvuloplasty

In 1986, Cribier et al. [55] first described balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV) 
as a treatment strategy for patients with symptomatic severe AS presenting in 
cardiogenic shock, or who were deemed too high risk for conventional SAVR. Due 
to procedural complications, high incidence of restenosis within 6 months, lack of 
sustained clinical and hemodynamic benefit, BAV was not routinely performed. 
Furthermore, mortality rates within a year of BAV was similar to others with severe 
AS who were managed conservatively [56].

Table 1 lists the current status of BAV according to major guidelines. BAV has 
a class IIb recommendation for use as a bridge therapy to TAVR or SAVR in hemo-
dynamically unstable patients at high risk for surgery. In the European guidelines 
(2017) BAV is recommended as a palliative measure in patients not suitable for 
TAVR or SAVR and in patients with symptomatic severe AS who require urgent 
noncardiac surgery. The American Heart Association (AHA)/American College 
of Cardiology (ACC) guidelines (2014) are similar to the European guidelines 
except they do not recommend the use of BAV as a palliative procedure nor its use 
in patients undergoing urgent non-cardiac surgery. However it does acknowledge 
that some patients report an improvement in their symptoms post BAV. The role of 
BAV as bridge to decision in high-risk patients has been supported by a number of 
studies [57]. The rationale behind such a strategy is listed below.

i. BAV helps to choose the best therapeutic option for each patient; avoiding 
expensive or high risk intervention for patients who may not have prognostic 
benefit from definitive treatment of AS.

ii. BAV may be utilized to palliate symptoms and reduce operative risk while 
awaiting TAVR or SAVR.

iii. BAV may be used as a diagnostic procedure especially in patients with 
concomitant severe pulmonary disease. The improvement in symptom status 
post BAV can attribute dyspnea to severe AS rather than lung disease alone.

iv. DSE is used to assess contractile reserve in patients with severe AS. It helps in 
diagnosis and predicting perioperative mortality but cannot predict LV func-
tion recovery. In this subgroup of patients, LV function can be reassessed 
after 4–8 weeks after “diagnostic” BAV. Recovery of LV function post BAV 
is a good indicator of contractile reserve and predicts sustained LV function 
improvement post SAVR/TAVR [58].

v. It has been demonstrated that nearly 50% of patients with severe AS and 
coexistent mitral regurgitation (MR) showed a reduction in the magnitude 
of MR after BAV [59]. A similar reduction is also seen with pulmonary artery 
systolic pressure [60]. BAV therefore negates the need for multiple valve 
intervention and reduces the overall the risk of SAVR.

vi. BAV may be used as a palliative procedure in patients with serious comor-
bidities, frailty, cognitive alteration, severe lung disease or life expectancy 
less than a year.
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Abstract

The management of aortic stenosis has improved and evolved to a reduction in 
surgical aggression. Nowadays, patients with intermediate risk are in the frontier 
of transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) and aortic valve replacement 
(AVR). Our goal is to update the treatment of severe aortic stenosis in those 
patients through a research of the recent literature, in order to analyze the current 
treatment options and their results. This cohort of patients has two therapeutic 
options, surgical AVR or TAVI, and the decision pathway goes through the accurate 
interpretation of all data by the Heart Team. It is clear that both strategies will be 
the cornerstones in the modern AVR era, but the situations in which to apply each 
strategy have not yet been clearly delineated. More studies are needed to compare 
TAVI and miniAVR in low- and intermediate-risk patients. However, the current 
practice guidelines give a good pathway to choose the adequate therapeutic option 
in each individual case.
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1. Introduction

Aortic stenosis is the most frequent valve disease leading to intervention in 
developed countries, either surgery or catheter, and its incidence increases due to 
the aging population [1].

The management of aortic stenosis has improved and evolved to a reduc-
tion in surgical aggression. Nowadays, the patients with intermediate risk are in 
the frontier of transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) and aortic valve 
replacement (AVR) and more than ever, the heart team has to be more accurate 
to choose between the different treatment options available, making the decision 
pathway more complex than a few year before. Our goal is to update the treatment 
of severe aortic stenosis in those patients where risk assessment scales indicate 
an intermediate risk. Here, we analyze the current treatment options and their 
results.
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2. Etiology and natural history

Nowadays, degenerative calcific AS is the most common cause of AS in adults 
at older ages and represents the leading cause for aortic valve intervention [2–4]. In 
the other hand, bicuspid aortic valve affects 2% of the population and represents 
the most common indication for intervention at younger patients [5].

The development of symptoms identifies a paramount point in the natural 
history of AS, and the interval from the onset of symptoms to the time of death is 
approximately 2 years in patients with heart failure, 3 years in those with syncope, 
and 5 years in those with angina, with a high risk of sudden death [6].

3. Evaluation and severity classification of aortic stenosis

Careful exploration for the presence of symptoms (shortness of breath on 
exertion, angina, dizziness, or syncope) is very important for right patient man-
agement. The characteristic systolic murmur draws attention and guides further 
diagnostic work in the right direction.

Echocardiography is the key diagnostic tool [7]. It discriminates the degree 
of valve calcification, LV function, and wall thickness; helps to identify other 
associated valve diseases or aortic pathology; and provides prognostic information. 
The severity of the stenotic lesion can be defined with Doppler echocardiographic 
measurements. Transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) provides additional 
evaluation of concomitant mitral valve abnormalities, and become useful when 
transthoracic visualization is poor [8]. TOE has gained importance in the assess-
ment and intraprocedure guidance and after TAVI or surgical interventions.

Three-dimensional TOE offers a more detailed examination of valve anatomy 
than two-dimensional echocardiography and is useful for the assessment and plan-
ning of complex valve problems [8]. AS severity could be graded on the basis of a 
variety of hemodynamic and natural history data as shown in Table 1.

Multislice computed tomography (MSCT) and cardiac magnetic resonance 
(CMR) give additional data on the assessment of the ascending aorta when it is 
enlarged or to quantifying the valve area, coronary calcification, size and shape of 
the aortic valve annulus, and its distance to the coronary ostia, which aids in evalu-
ation and prognosis. It is essential to evaluate the feasibility of the various access 
routes for TAVI, as this provides information on minimal luminal diameters, athero-
sclerotic plaque burden, the presence of aneurysms or thrombi, etc. [8]. MSCT 
plays an important role in the diagnostic work-up before transcatheter aortic valve 
implantation. The risk of radiation exposure—and of renal failure due to contrast 
injection—should, however, be taken into consideration.

Peak velocity (m/s) ≥4

Mean gradient (mmHg) ≥40

Indexed AVA (cm2/m2) <0.6

AVA (cm2) <1

Velocity ratio <0.25
Based on the recommendations on the echocardiographic assessment of aortic valve stenosis: a focused update from the 
European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging and the American Society of Echocardiography [9].

Table 1. 
Severe aortic stenosis measurement by echocardiography. The definitions apply only in the presence of normal 
flow conditions.
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In patients with inadequate echocardiographic quality or discrepant results, 
CMR should be used to assess the severity of valvular lesions and to assess ventricu-
lar volumes and systolic function [8].

In physically active patients, an exercise testing could be recommended for 
unmasking symptoms and for risk stratification of asymptomatic patients [10]. 
Also, exercise stress echocardiography may give prognostic information in asymp-
tomatic severe aortic stenosis [10, 11]. In some patients, it may be necessary to 
proceed with cardiac catheterization and coronary angiography at the time of initial 
evaluation [7].

Biomarkers. Several studies [12–15] report that biomarkers such as B-type 
natriuretic peptide (BNP) have been shown to be related to functional class and 
prognosis, particularly in AS and MR. Natriuretic peptides have been shown to 
predict symptom-free survival and outcome in normal- and low-flow severe AS and 
may be useful in asymptomatic patients, helping to discriminate those patients who 
can benefit from an early intervention [13–15]. In fact, in the last ESC/EACTS guide-
lines for the management of valvular heart disease, natriuretic peptides may be of 
value for risk stratification and timing of intervention, particularly in asymptomatic 
patients (“markedly elevated BNP levels (>threefold age- and sex-corrected normal 
range) confirmed by repeated measurements without other explanations”) [8].

4. Indications for intervention

Here, we have to take notice of the patient’s status in order to choose the type 
of intervention and the correct timing of it. Early valve intervention should be 
strongly recommended in all symptomatic patients with severe AS, because it 
is the only effective treatment. “As long as the mean gradient remains >40 mmHg, 
there is virtually no lower ejection fraction limit for intervention, whether surgery 
or TAVI” [8].

However, patients with severe comorbidities indicating a survival of <1 year 
and patients in whom is unlikely that the intervention will improve quality of life or 
survival should be excluded from further interventions.

Asymptomatic patients. There is some disagreement about the optimal timing 
of surgery in asymptomatic patients, and the decision to operate on this kind of 
patient requires careful weighing of the benefits against the risks.

The available studies do not provide convincing data to support the general 
recommendation of early SAVR, even in patients with asymptomatic and very 
severe aortic stenosis, and TAVI is not recommended in asymptomatic patients 
[7, 8]. However, subclinical adverse remodeling can precede the development 
of symptoms and LV dysfunction [16]. Musa et al. performed cardiac magnetic 
resonance (CMR) in 674 patients who had severe AS and were scheduled for 
surgical or transcatheter AVR. Myocardial fibrosis (scar) demonstrated by late 
gadolinium enhancement (LGE) on CMR was common (51%). In a median follow-
up of 3.6 years (interquartile range, 2.6–5.9 years), 21.5% of patients had died. In 
multivariable analysis, scar (LGE positivity) was independently associated with 
all-cause and cardiovascular mortality (hazard ratios, 2.39 and 3.14, respectively). 
The elevated mortality was independent of whether the patients underwent surgical 
or transcatheter AVR and was similar in patients with infarct and noninfarct scar 
patterns. These findings raise the possibility that adverse remodeling has irrevers-
ible effects before symptoms develop: We may be waiting too long to treat these 
patients. The authors suggest that physicians might use scar burden to optimize the 
timing of intervention, a hypothesis currently being evaluated in a randomized trial 
(EVOLVED-AS) [16].
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is the only effective treatment. “As long as the mean gradient remains >40 mmHg, 
there is virtually no lower ejection fraction limit for intervention, whether surgery 
or TAVI” [8].

However, patients with severe comorbidities indicating a survival of <1 year 
and patients in whom is unlikely that the intervention will improve quality of life or 
survival should be excluded from further interventions.

Asymptomatic patients. There is some disagreement about the optimal timing 
of surgery in asymptomatic patients, and the decision to operate on this kind of 
patient requires careful weighing of the benefits against the risks.

The available studies do not provide convincing data to support the general 
recommendation of early SAVR, even in patients with asymptomatic and very 
severe aortic stenosis, and TAVI is not recommended in asymptomatic patients 
[7, 8]. However, subclinical adverse remodeling can precede the development 
of symptoms and LV dysfunction [16]. Musa et al. performed cardiac magnetic 
resonance (CMR) in 674 patients who had severe AS and were scheduled for 
surgical or transcatheter AVR. Myocardial fibrosis (scar) demonstrated by late 
gadolinium enhancement (LGE) on CMR was common (51%). In a median follow-
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multivariable analysis, scar (LGE positivity) was independently associated with 
all-cause and cardiovascular mortality (hazard ratios, 2.39 and 3.14, respectively). 
The elevated mortality was independent of whether the patients underwent surgical 
or transcatheter AVR and was similar in patients with infarct and noninfarct scar 
patterns. These findings raise the possibility that adverse remodeling has irrevers-
ible effects before symptoms develop: We may be waiting too long to treat these 
patients. The authors suggest that physicians might use scar burden to optimize the 
timing of intervention, a hypothesis currently being evaluated in a randomized trial 
(EVOLVED-AS) [16].
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Early elective surgery is indicated in asymptomatic patients with [8]:

• depressed LV function not due to other causes and in patients who develop 
symptoms during exercise testing

• abnormal exercise test showing symptoms on exercise clearly related to aortic 
stenosis

• abnormal exercise test showing a decrease in blood pressure below baseline

• predictors of symptom development and adverse outcomes: clinical character-
istics (older age, presence of atherosclerotic risk factors), echocardiographic 
parameters (valve calcification, peak aortic jet velocity, LVEF, rate of hemody-
namic progression, increase in mean gradient >20 mmHg with exercise, excessive 
LV hypertrophy, abnormal longitudinal LV function, and pulmonary hyperten-
sion), and biomarkers (>threefold age- and sex-corrected normal range).

• When early elective surgery is considered in patients with normal exercise 
performance because of the presence of such outcome predictors, the operative 
risk should be low. In patients without predictive factors, watchful waiting 
appears safe and early surgery is unlikely to be beneficial.

An update of proposed management strategy for patients with severe AS by Leal 
et al. [17] is shown in Figure 1, based on the ESC/EACTS and ACC/ AHA guidelines 
on the management of valvular heart disease [8, 18].

Figure 1. 
Management of severe aortic stenosis [8, 17, 18]. ACC/AHA recommendations have been shown in parentheses.
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5. Risk stratification

Risk stratification applies to any sort of intervention and is required for weigh-
ing the risk of intervention against the expected natural history of VHD as a basis 
for decision making [8]. Nowadays, the STS score and logistic EuroSCORE II are 
the most commonly used. The EuroSCORE I overestimates operative mortality 
and its calibration of risk is poor, and it should no longer be used to guide deci-
sion making, but it has been used in many TAVI studies/registries and may still 
be useful to identify the subgroups of patients for decision between interven-
tion modalities and to predict 1-year mortality [8]. The EuroSCORE II and the 
Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) scores more accurately discriminate high- 
and low-risk surgical patients and show better calibration to predict postoperative 
outcome after valvular surgery [8]. Current models do not include some risk 
factors that may be particularly important in the prediction of outcomes, includ-
ing frailty, pulmonary hypertension (PH), porcelain aorta, and the presence of 
hepatic dysfunction.

New scores have been developed to estimate the risk of 30-day mortality in 
patients undergoing TAVI, with better accuracy and discrimination, but not 
without certain limitations by a lack of consideration of frailty, disability, and 
cognitive function [19]. Examples of those are: FRANCE-2 risk score [20], the STS/
ACC TVT registry predictive model [21], and the TAVR risk score based on data 
from the German aortic valve registry [22]. A new tool based on the STS/ACC TVT 
Registry™ is an application for from the STS/ACC TVT Registry™ an application 
for mobile devices and web, call “TAVR in-hospital mortality Risk app” [23], in 
order to inform physicians of the estimated risk of in-hospital mortality.

It remains essential not to rely on a single risk score figure when assessing 
patients or to determine unconditionally the indication and type of intervention.

The role of the heart team is essential to take all of these data into account and 
adopt a final decision on the best treatment strategy. It is important to take into 
account patient’s life expectancy, expected quality of life, and patient preference, 
as well as local resources, in order to do a proper planning of intervention. There 
is a growing interest in the assessment of frailty, an overall marker of impairment 
of functional, cognitive, and nutritional status. Frailty is associated with increased 
morbidity and mortality after surgery and TAVI [24].

Finally, the patient and family should be thoroughly informed and assisted in 
their decision on the best treatment option.

Actual AHA/ACC guideline classifies patients with severe AS into four global 
risk categories: [19].

1. Low risk: STS <4% with no frailty, no comorbidity, and no procedure-specific 
impediments.

2. Intermediate risk: STS 4-8% with no more than mild frailty or one major 
organ system compromise not to be improved postoperatively and minimal 
procedure-specific impediments.

3. High risk: STS >8%, or moderate-severe frailty, no more than two major 
organ systems compromise not to be improved postoperatively, or a possible 
procedure-specific impediment.

4. Prohibitive risk: preoperative risk of mortality and morbidity >50% at 1 year 
or ≥three major organ systems compromises not to be improved postopera-
tively or severe frailty or severe procedure-specific impediments.
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organ system compromise not to be improved postoperatively and minimal 
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organ systems compromise not to be improved postoperatively, or a possible 
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Thus, the current ESC/EACTS guidelines for the management of valvular 
heart disease [8] consider two global risk categories:

1. Low surgical risk (STS or EuroSCORE II < 4% or logistic EuroSCORE I < 10% 
and no other risk factors not included in these scores, such as frailty, porcelain 
aorta, and sequelae of chest radiation).

2. Increased surgical risk (STS or EuroSCORE II >4% or logistic EuroSCORE 
I > 10% or other risk factors not included in these scores such as frailty, porce-
lain aorta, and sequelae of chest radiation).

A resume of risk categories is shown in Table 2.

In conclusion, the decision to proceed with AVR or TAVI requires careful 
weighing of the potential for improved symptoms and survival and the morbid-
ity and mortality of surgery and should be made by the heart team according 
to the individual patient characteristics. Checklist for choice of therapeutic 
intervention option (Table A1) could be consulted and printed from the addi-
tional material, in order to provide aspects that should be considered for the 
individual decision, based on the current recommendation of de ESC/EACTS 
guidelines.

6. Interventional therapeutic options

6.1 Surgical approach

6.1.1 Conventional AVR

The conventional approach to AVR consists of a mid-line incision and full ster-
notomy, which provide a complete and comfortable access to the heart. Since it was 
first successfully carried out by Harken and Starr in 1960 [26, 27], there has been a 
continuous innovation in prosthetic technology and surgical techniques. All these 
collective efforts have resulted in improvements in both operative and long-term 
results [17]. Regardless of surgical approach, elected AVR is the gold standard for the 
treatment of severe AS. Several studies have shown short- and long-term outcomes, 

Risk assessment tool

Risk category STS score EuroScore II EuroScore

Low risk <4% <4% <10%

Intermediate risk 4–8% >4–7%* >10–20%*

High risk >8% >7* >20%*

Prohibitive risk >50%

*ESC/EACTS guidelines consider two categories (low and increased surgical risk).
Based on 2017 ACC Expert Consensus Decision Pathway for Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement in the 
Management of Adults with Aortic Stenosis and the 2017 ESC/EACTS Guidelines for the management of valvular 
heart disease [8, 19, 25].

Table 2. 
Risk assessment tools.
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as well as improved quality of life. Operative outcomes following AVR were still 
improving in the past decade. Wu et al. [28], determined the economic value of 
the additional life given to patients undergoing AVR, and concluded that AVR is 
cost-effective for all ages, and still worthwhile in octogenarian and nonagenarian 
patients.

6.1.2 Minimally invasive surgical (MIS) approaches

Minimally invasive surgery aims to minimize the degree of surgical intrusive-
ness. Currently, there are several surgical approaches. The partial sternotomy 
and right anterior minithoracotomy are the most frequently used incisions for 
a minimally invasive approach to the aortic valve. The choice of interventional 
approach depends on the patient’s anatomy as observed in preoperative imaging 
studies such as CT.

The “J” incision is the most widely used approach among the partial upper 
hemisternotomy approach (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the access view through right 
anterior minithoracotomy.

Figure 2. 
Partial upper hemisternotomy approach. Operative field distribution from surgeon view [17].

Figure 3. 
Right anterior thoracotomy through 2 or 3° intercostal space [17].
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6.1.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of MIS approaches in aortic stenosis

Benefits have been observed in certain aspects such as:

• reduction in bleeding and use of hemoderivatives

• reduction in the pain perceived by the patient, which results in reduced 
consumption of analgesic [29–31]

• less respiratory complications such as atelectasis by maintaining the integrity 
of the thorax [32]

• better esthetic results, due to the reduced size of the surgical incisions and 
their relocation to less visible areas [33]

• reduction of the surgical wound infections [34]

• reduction on duration of hospitalization and time spent in intensive care units, 
which results on less expensive cost of the process.

A certain consensus exists around the benefits mentioned above. There is 
also a question of the impact of MIS on duration of surgery. There is disparity in 
the results found in the literature. Once the learning curve has been overcome, 
these times tend to equal out, and there is no significant difference to be observed 
between the different approaches.

6.1.3 Rapid deployment prostheses

Their use in association with MIS approaches, providing a reduction in 
surgical aggression in addition to the reduction in ECC and aortic clamping 
time. These designs have the common feature of being expandable, anchoring 
themselves to the aortic ring in a similar way to the devices used in TAVI. To 
date, there are two commercially available models: Perceval (LivaNova) and 
Intuity (Edwards Lifesciences). Those prostheses differ from each other in a few 
characteristics.

• Perceval (LivaNova): it is useful on patients in which a reduction in surgery 
time may have a paramount impact, or those where it is necessary to carry out 
mixed procedures [35, 36]. A recent multicenter study reports a reduction 
on mean crossclamp and cardiopulmonary bypass times, and a significant 
improvement in clinical status was observed postoperatively in the majority 
of patients [37]. The Perceval valve implantation could be easily performed 
by offering a significant reduction in crossclamping and CPB times compared 
with both the traditional valve prostheses and the other sutureless prosthe-
ses available on the market, even when performed via a minimally invasive 
approach [37]. It remains important for the continuation of the patient’s 
follow-up, in order to provide further assessment of long-term valve perfor-
mance [37].

• Intuity (Edwards Lifesciences): it is made by the conjunction between the 
Edwards Perimount bioprosthesis, the clinical and hemodynamic results 
of which are widely known, and the experience in the development of the 
Sapien transcatheter prosthesis. The mode of implantation for this prosthesis 
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allows the aortic clamping and extracorporeal circulation times to be reduced. 
Reports of early outcomes have shown an important reduction in aortic 
crossclamp and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) [38, 39]. These findings were 
confirmed in both the European TRITON [40] and the US TRANSFORM trials 
[41]. Even more important, these times were reduced significantly in combined 
cardiac procedures [38].

6.1.4 Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI)

TAVI was developed as an alternative to AVR in the very or extremely high-risk 
patient population, and its first implantation in man was performed by Cribier [42] 
in 2002. Since then, there has been a nonstop development of less invasive strategies 
with lower mortality, lower morbidity, and less invasiveness [43].

6.1.4.1 Implantation techniques

TAVI is currently carried out using two main approaches, transfemoral and 
transapical. If this is not feasible, then the other two main approaches could be 
used namely trans-axillary artery or transaortic approaches. It is, therefore, highly 
recommended to perform an adequate preoperative assessment of the degree of 
peripheral arterial disease through imaging studies such as CT.

6.1.4.2 TAVI results

The results of the PARTNER I Cohort A trial also have important implica-
tions. The primary endpoint of the trial was met, with TAVI found not to be 
inferior to aortic valve replacement for all-cause mortality at 1 year. Death at 
30 days was lower than expected in both arms of the trial: TAVI mortality (3.4%) 
was the lowest reported in any series, despite an early generation device and 
limited previous operator experience. Aortic valve replacement mortality (6.5%) 
was lower than the expected operative mortality (11.8%). On 2015, the 5-year 
follow-up result of the PARTNER I trial was published [44]; they screened 3105 
patients, of whom 699 were enrolled (348 assigned to TAVR, 351 assigned to 
SAVR). At 5 years, risk of death was 67·8% in the TAVR group compared with 
62.4% in the SAVR group (hazard ratio 1.04, 95% CI 0.86–1.24; p = 0.76). They 
recorded no structural valve deterioration requiring surgical valve replacement 
in either group. Moderate or severe aortic regurgitation occurred in 40 (14%) 
of 280 patients in the TAVR group and two (1%) of 228 in the SAVR group 
(p < 0.0001), and was associated with the increased 5-year risk of mortality in 
the TAVR group [44].

7.  Intermediate risk patients: who are they? And how do we have to 
manage them?

As we described before, currently AHA/ACC guideline for the management of 
patients with valvular heart disease [7, 19] defines the intermediate-risk patients 
as those who has an STS 4–8% with no more than mild frailty or one major organ 
system compromise not to be improved postoperatively and minimal procedure-
specific impediments. In the other hand, the European guidelines define such 
patient as at “increased surgical risk” (STS or EuroSCORE II >4% or logistic 
EuroSCORE I > 10% or other risk factors not included in these scores such as frailty, 
porcelain aorta, and sequelae of chest radiation) [8].
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This cohort of patients has two therapeutic options, surgical AVR or TAVI, and 
the decision pathway goes through the accurate interpretation of all data by the 
Heart Team.

Nowadays, increased operator experience and enhanced transcatheter valve sys-
tems have led to a worldwide trend to use TAVI in patients who are at low or inter-
mediate risk [45]. This tendency has been evaluated in small observational studies, 
but since most patients who are currently recommended for surgery are at low or 
intermediate risk, the expansion of the use of TAVI demands more rigorous clinical-
trial validation [46]. The intermediate-surgical-risk trials were approved comparing 
TAVI to surgery, with the balloon-expandable SAPIEN XT valve (PARTNER 2 trial) 
and the self-expandable CoreValve (SUrgical Replacement and Transcatheter Aortic 
Valve Implantation trial (SURTAVI trial)) [46, 47].

The PARTNER 2 trial [46] was a multicenter, randomized control trial con-
ducted, which enrolled 2032 patients with severe symptomatic aortic stenosis 
and intermediate-surgical-risk, and randomized them in a 1:1 fashion across the 
TAVI arm and the surgical arm [48]. After 2 years, the all-cause mortality or dis-
abling stroke was similar in the TAVI group and the SAVR group (19.3 vs. 21.1%, 
p = 0.33 and p = 0.001 for noninferiority). In the transfemoral access cohort, 
TAVI demonstrated a lower mortality and disabling stroke (hazard ratio = 0.79; 
95% CI = 0.62–1.00; p = 0.05). TAVI resulted in larger aortic valve areas, lower 
rates of acute kidney injury, severe bleeding, and new-onset atrial fibrillation; 
SAVR resulted in fewer major vascular complications and less paravalvular 
aortic leak [49]. As a result of the PARTNER 2 trial, the current guideline from 
the American Heart Association and American College of Cardiology recom-
mended TAVI as an alternative to surgery in patients at intermediate surgical 
risk [18, 48].

The SURTAVI trial [47] analyzes the self-expanding CoreValve in intermediate-
risk patients and was a randomized, multicenter control trial, which recruited a 
total of 1746 patients [46]. The combined primary endpoint (all-cause mortality 
or disabling stroke) at 24 months was 12.6% in the TAVI group and 14.0% in the 
surgery group. Residual aortic regurgitation and need for pacemaker implantation 
were more frequent among TAVI patients. In the other hand, SAVR was associated 
with the higher rates of atrial fibrillation, acute kidney injury, and transfusion 
requirements. The TAVI resulted in lower mean gradients and larger aortic valve 
areas than surgery did. Structural valve deterioration at 24 months did not occur in 
either group. SURTAVI revealed that CoreValve TAVI was not inferior to surgery in 
patients with intermediate surgical risk [49].

Bicuspid aortic valves: the extreme and asymmetrical calcification noted with 
bicuspid valves can prevent adequate expansion of the valve frame of TAVI valves, 
affecting valve hemodynamics, and leading to higher aortic valve gradients and 
more paravalvular leaks [48].

Prostheses thrombosis: the Portico Re-sheathable Transcatheter Aortic Valve 
System U.S. Investigational Device Exemption (PORTICO IDE) study evaluates 
TAVI with either a Portico valve (St. Jude Medical) or a commercially available 
valve. Computed tomography (CT) was performed in a subgroup of patients to 
assess the stent frame of the implanted valve. A finding of reduced leaflet motion 
on CT in a patient who had had a stroke after TAVI and similar findings in an 
asymptomatic patient at one clinical site led to a closer look of this observation. 
Additional CT review by the core laboratory revealed that this finding was not 
isolated, which prompted a more extensive investigation. This findings encourage 
to create two registries to evaluate the prostheses thrombosis (SAVORY registry and 
RESOLVE registry), and find out that therapeutic anticoagulation with warfarin, 
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but not therapy with antiplatelet drugs, prevented and effectively treated this 
phenomenon. Better characterization of this observation is needed to determine its 
frequency and evaluate its clinical effect [50].

Durability: intermediate surgical-risk patients are expected to survive longer 
after TAVI when compared to higher-risk patients; the broad application of TAVI in 
low-risk patients should be limited until in vivo durability results are available for 
the TAVI prostheses [48]. While structural valve deterioration in surgically replaced 
valves has been thoroughly investigated, long-term follow-up data for TAVI valves 
implanted in patients remain sparse [48].

8. Conclusions

Nowadays, the patients with intermediate risk are in the frontier of TAVI 
and surgical AVR, and more than ever, the heart team has to be more accurate 
to choose between the different treatment options available. Current expansion 
of TAVI into lower surgical risk patients encourages the need to remain cautious 
about unbridled expansion into those patients, as many questions remain about 
valve durability, leaflet thrombosis, and higher rates of paravalvular leak and 
permanent pacemakers [48]. Meanwhile, the surgical approach has improved and 
evolved to a reduction in surgical aggression. TAVI and minimally invasive aortic 
valve replacement [51] have become alternatives to surgical aortic valve replace-
ment via median sternotomy (SAVR) to treat severe aortic stenosis (AS). Despite 
increased interest and utilization, few studies have directly compared TAVI and 
miniAVR. MiniAVR maintains potential advantages over SAVR, including the 
implantation of a durable prosthesis and low rates of perioperative myocardial 
infarction and paravalvular leak. It is associated with longer aortic crossclamp 
and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) times; however, the use of rapid deployment 
valves can circumvent this. Studies comparing TAVI and miniAVR demonstrate 
decreased postoperative mortality, valvular regurgitation, and incidence of stroke 
in the miniAVR cohorts [51].

From economic point of view, it is clear that for high-risk operable patients, 
TAVI is currently a more expensive therapy and probably a less effective alterna-
tive to surgical AVR, with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) that may 
be acceptable for high-income countries, but definitely not for the moderate- or 
low-income countries [52]. When use of TAVI is extended to include a larger number 
of moderate- to low-risk patients suitable for AVR, overall economic results become 
less favorable. When manufacturers reduce the exuberant cost of the valve and its 
accessories, TAVI may become the predominant therapy for patients with severe 
aortic stenosis. [52].

Finally, it is clear that both strategies will be the cornerstones in the modern 
AVR era, but the situations in which to apply each strategy have not yet been clearly 
delineated. More studies are needed to compare TAVI and miniAVR in low- and 
intermediate-risk patients. However, the current practice guidelines give a good 
pathway to choose the adequate therapeutic option in each individual case.
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Additional CT review by the core laboratory revealed that this finding was not 
isolated, which prompted a more extensive investigation. This findings encourage 
to create two registries to evaluate the prostheses thrombosis (SAVORY registry and 
RESOLVE registry), and find out that therapeutic anticoagulation with warfarin, 
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but not therapy with antiplatelet drugs, prevented and effectively treated this 
phenomenon. Better characterization of this observation is needed to determine its 
frequency and evaluate its clinical effect [50].

Durability: intermediate surgical-risk patients are expected to survive longer 
after TAVI when compared to higher-risk patients; the broad application of TAVI in 
low-risk patients should be limited until in vivo durability results are available for 
the TAVI prostheses [48]. While structural valve deterioration in surgically replaced 
valves has been thoroughly investigated, long-term follow-up data for TAVI valves 
implanted in patients remain sparse [48].

8. Conclusions

Nowadays, the patients with intermediate risk are in the frontier of TAVI 
and surgical AVR, and more than ever, the heart team has to be more accurate 
to choose between the different treatment options available. Current expansion 
of TAVI into lower surgical risk patients encourages the need to remain cautious 
about unbridled expansion into those patients, as many questions remain about 
valve durability, leaflet thrombosis, and higher rates of paravalvular leak and 
permanent pacemakers [48]. Meanwhile, the surgical approach has improved and 
evolved to a reduction in surgical aggression. TAVI and minimally invasive aortic 
valve replacement [51] have become alternatives to surgical aortic valve replace-
ment via median sternotomy (SAVR) to treat severe aortic stenosis (AS). Despite 
increased interest and utilization, few studies have directly compared TAVI and 
miniAVR. MiniAVR maintains potential advantages over SAVR, including the 
implantation of a durable prosthesis and low rates of perioperative myocardial 
infarction and paravalvular leak. It is associated with longer aortic crossclamp 
and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) times; however, the use of rapid deployment 
valves can circumvent this. Studies comparing TAVI and miniAVR demonstrate 
decreased postoperative mortality, valvular regurgitation, and incidence of stroke 
in the miniAVR cohorts [51].

From economic point of view, it is clear that for high-risk operable patients, 
TAVI is currently a more expensive therapy and probably a less effective alterna-
tive to surgical AVR, with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) that may 
be acceptable for high-income countries, but definitely not for the moderate- or 
low-income countries [52]. When use of TAVI is extended to include a larger number 
of moderate- to low-risk patients suitable for AVR, overall economic results become 
less favorable. When manufacturers reduce the exuberant cost of the valve and its 
accessories, TAVI may become the predominant therapy for patients with severe 
aortic stenosis. [52].

Finally, it is clear that both strategies will be the cornerstones in the modern 
AVR era, but the situations in which to apply each strategy have not yet been clearly 
delineated. More studies are needed to compare TAVI and miniAVR in low- and 
intermediate-risk patients. However, the current practice guidelines give a good 
pathway to choose the adequate therapeutic option in each individual case.
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Appendix

Favor 
TAVI

Patient Favor 
AVR

Patient

Clinical characteristic

STS/EuroScore II < 4% (EuroScore I < 10%) +

STS/EuroScore II > 4% (EuroScore I > 10%) +

Severe comorbidities +

Age <75 years +

Age >75 years +

Previous cardiac surgery +

Frailty +

Restricted mobility +

Suspicion of Endocarditis +

Anatomical and technical aspects

Favorable access for transfemoral TAVI +

Unfavorable access for TAVI +

Sequelae of chest radiation +

Porcelain aorta +

Pervious and permeable CABG +

Expected patient-prosthesis mismatch +

Severe chest deformation +

Short distance between coronary ostia and aortic valve annulus +

Aortic root morphology unfavorable for TAVI (Bicuspid valve, 
severe calcification)

+

Undergoing CABG or another cardiac surgery +

Based on 2017 ESC/EACTS guidelines for the management of valvular heart disease [8].

Table A1. 
Checklist for choice of therapeutic intervention option.
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Chapter 4

Transcatheter Aortic Valve 
Replacement: Clinical Indications 
and Outcomes
Naresh Kumar Monigari and Anoop Agarwal

Abstract

Severe calcific aortic stenosis (AS) is commonly seen in the elderly population, 
and as human longevity increases, the prevalence of severe AS is bound to increase. 
Symptomatic severe AS, if left untreated, carries high mortality with 2-year sur-
vival below 50%. Surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR) had been the standard 
of care for such patients with excellent outcome. As the patient’s comorbidities 
increase, so does surgical risk for SAVR. Since its first human use in 2002 and com-
mercial approval in 2007 (CE mark, Europe), transcatheter aortic valve replace-
ment (TAVR) has come up as an excellent alternative to SAVR in patients with 
higher surgical risk profile. Iterations in device design added to enhanced operator 
experience can be attributed towards improved clinical outcomes. Indications for 
TAVR continues to expand and now includes patients with intermediate surgical 
risk as well. This chapter discusses indications and evidence for TAVR and touches 
upon patient selection and complications after TAVR.

Keywords: severe aortic stenosis, transcatheter aortic valve replacement,  
indications of TAVR, complications of TAVR, trials on TAVR

1. Introduction

A population-based study done by Eveborn et al. demonstrated an increase in 
the prevalence of AS with age, from 0.2% at 50–59 years to 9.8% at 80–89 years [1].

Prevalence of any AS and severe AS from pooled data involving multiple 
studies was shown to be 12.5 and 3.4% respectively among people of age >75. 
Approximately half to one-third of patients with severe AS may be asymptomatic at 
the time of diagnosis [2].

Due to long asymptomatic period associated with severe Aortic stenosis, patients 
may not report any overt symptoms, or compensate for their decreased exertional 
capacity by slowing down their daily activities attributing it to normal aging. 
Addressing symptom onset in patients with severe AS is extremely important as the 
onset of symptoms markedly decreases survival unless aortic valve replacement is 
performed.

Early observation done by Ross and Braunwald [3] showed that patients with 
angina have a 50% 5-year survival rate without AVR, those with syncope have 50% 
3-year survival. Heart failure carries worse prognosis with mean survival rate of less 
than 2 years without AVR.
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While SAVR is considered standard of care for management of symptomatic 
severe aortic stenosis, one-third of patients with severe AS with indications for 
SAVR may be denied surgery in view of advanced age and comorbidities.

Catheter-based balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV) was developed in 1985 as 
a less invasive solution for patients with symptomatic severe AS who were denied 
SAVR.

High rates of recurrence (80%) at 1 year associated with BAV hindered its wide-
spread adaptability and search for other less invasive therapeutic option for severe 
AS patients was continued.

Contemporary indications for BAV are listed in Table 1. Currently, BAV is 
reserved for use as a bridge-to-decision to provide more definitive therapy for AS 
and for patients with contraindications for TAVR in whom relief of Aortic obstruc-
tion will improve quality of life.

2. TAVR: early concepts

To circumvent restenosis after BAV, a combination of stent frame and valve 
within was thought as an alternative. This arrangement could potentially implant an 
aortic valve in place of diseased native aortic valve using minimally invasive cath-
eterization technique, thus avoiding high morbidity and mortality associated with 
high risk SAVR. Routine observation of high-pressure balloon inflation (4–5 atmo-
spheres) leading to opening of all calcified aortic valves in a circular fashion led to 
the concept of TAVR [4].

In 1992, Andersen and colleagues [5], used a hand-made porcine valve contained 
within a metallic mesh and successfully implanted at various cardiac sites in a pig 
model. This was the first evidence of use of a stented valve.

In 1999 percutaneous valve technologies (PVT) designed early models of bal-
loon expandable transcatheter heart valve (THV) [4].

The first human implantation of a percutaneous stented valve to a degenerated 
right ventricle-to-pulmonary artery conduit was done in 2000 by Bonhoeffer and 
colleagues [6]. This was a bovine jugular valve mounted on stent platform.

After initial success with the sheep model, Dr. Alain Cribier and his team 
performed the first successful TAVR in human using a balloon expandable THV on 
16th April 2002 as a bailout procedure after failed emergency BAV [4].

Table 1. 
Indications for balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV).
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3. Evolution of  TAVR: indications and clinical trial evidence for TAVR

After initial success with the Sheep model, first human implantation with the 
balloon expandable Edwards valve was done on 16th April 2002 after failed emer-
gency BAV as a bailout procedure [4].

After encouraging initial results, Dr. Cribier and team were able to recapitulate 
TAVR in a few patients. Worldwide demonstrations of this innovative therapy led 
to its increased acceptance. TAVR was transforming from a crazy idea to a viable 
therapy option. The Cribier valve technology was acquired by Edwards Lifesciences 
(Irvine, CA) for further development, and the THV was further marketed as 
Edwards Sapien valve.

Simultaneously scientists from Europe were working on a self-expandable 
valve (CoreValve, Medtronic, Inc.; Minneapolis, MN) platform as an alternative to 
balloon expandable valve since 2004 and human implantations were being done 
successfully.

As the number of TAVR implantations increased, data from multiple small 
studies and registries like SOURCE, ADVANCE, FRANCE I and FRANCE II showed 
procedural success (30 days survival) ranging from 67–92%.

With the available data, the European CE mark authorization was granted in 
August 2007 for the Edwards Sapien balloon expandable THV with the transfemo-
ral RetroFlex delivery system and in January 2008 for use with the transapical 
Ascendra delivery device.

PARTNER was the first randomized trial that compared TAVR with standard 
therapy. Cohort B of this landmark trial demonstrated superiority of TAVR over 
medical therapy in patients with severe symptomatic AS who were considered 
extreme (or prohibitive) risk for SAVR. At 1 year follow up, absolute risk reduc-
tion in all-cause mortality of 20% was observed, a finding which held true even at 
5 years follow up [7].

Cohort A of PARTNER trial compared TAVR with SAVR and showed that TAVR 
was non-inferior to SAVR in patients with high surgical risk (society of thoracic 
surgeons (STS) score >8%). CoreValve extreme risk trial data showed benefit of 
TAVR with reduction in all-cause mortality.

In November 2011, United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) 
approved TAVR as a treatment option for patients with symptomatic severe AS who 
were considered inoperable for SAVR. Favourable clinical data using self-expanding 
THV CoreValve (Medtronic) led to its USFDA approval in 2014 on similar patient 
subset.

With the available evidence from randomised control trials (RCTs) and multiple 
registry data, TAVR was given Class I LOE B recommendation in patients with 
prohibitive (not suitable for SAVR) and increased surgical risk by ESC guidelines 
[8] and Class I LOE A by ACC/AHA guidelines [9].

Another important observation noted in PARTNER 1 trial was diminishing 
survival benefit of TAVR with higher STS score. This led to stress more importance 
on patient selection.

Intermediate surgical risk (STS score ≥4–8%) patients with symptomatic severe 
AS were enrolled in PARTNER 2 trial comparing TAVR using second generation 
Sapien valve (Sapien XT) with SAVR along with subgroup analysis of transfemoral 
and transthoracic cohorts. All-cause mortality in TAVR arm was non-inferior to 
SAVR at 2 years with comparable stroke and permanent pacemaker rates.

The SURTAVI (surgical replacement and transcatheter aortic valve implanta-
tion) trial used Self-expandable CoreValve and enrolled patients with symptomatic 
severe AS with intermediate surgical risk and showed all-cause mortality in TAVR 
group non-inferior to SAVR at 1 and 2 years.
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PARTNER 2 and SURTAVI trials also showed a favourable decreasing trend in 
all-cause mortality and post-procedure stroke rates (refer to Table 2).

ACC/AHA has given Class II LOE (level of evidence) A recommendation for 
TAVR in intermediate-risk population [9].

With the availability of 5-year data on TAVR showing good valve durability, 
focus of attention shifted to extend the benefit of TAVR to low-risk population with 
severe AS.

NOTION trial [10] and low-risk TAVR trial [11] evaluated the role of TAVR in 
low-risk population (STS score <4%).

NOTION trial is one of the earliest randomized trials, started recruiting patients 
in 2009 in a single centre. NOTION trial enrolled patients with symptomatic severe 
AS with low surgical risk and randomized them to TAVR versus SAVR. All-cause 
mortality at 1 year seen in this study was lower in TAVR arm compared to SAVR, an 
effect that persisted at 5 years.

The post-procedure permanent pacemaker implantation (PPI) rates and PVL 
(paravalvular leak) were higher in the TAVR group. Despite higher PPI and PVL 
rates, the all-cause mortality was lower with TAVR than SAVR. Higher PPI rates 
were because of an overenthusiastic approach for pacemaker implantation in view 
of lack of experience during those days.

The above-mentioned trials showed a consistent reduction in 30 days all-cause 
mortality attributed to improved technical advances, procedural skills and better 
patient selection (refer to Table 2).

Table 2. 
Clinical trials data.
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A valve in valve (ViV), by virtue of the procedure being a re-do sternotomy, 
with patients typically in their 70 and 80s age, they usually fall into an intermedi-
ate risk category for surgical treatment. Most of the patients with degenerated bio 
prosthetic aortic valve qualify for TAVR.

The main issues with ViV are under expansion of the valve leading to higher 
gradients and a higher risk of coronary obstruction.

Bicuspid aortic valve (BiV), not approved, TAVR had been used off-label in BiV.
Issues related to the use of TAVR in BiV are:

Large annulus with severe and asymmetric calcification or presence of raphe can 
hinder with positioning and expansion of the valve that can lead to PVL or annulus 
rupture.

Increased risk of aortic dissection or rupture in view of concomitant aortopathy.
In view of relatively young patients with longer life expectancy, the durability of 

TAVR valve is still a concern.
A study by Ravi et al., which included 435 patients with BiV, showed higher 

30 days all-cause mortality with off label TAVR (8.5%) when compared with on 
label TAVR (6.1%) [12].

Outcomes are not as favourable as tricuspid valve, still a valid alternative in 
patients with higher surgical risk profile.
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in 2009 in a single centre. NOTION trial enrolled patients with symptomatic severe 
AS with low surgical risk and randomized them to TAVR versus SAVR. All-cause 
mortality at 1 year seen in this study was lower in TAVR arm compared to SAVR, an 
effect that persisted at 5 years.

The post-procedure permanent pacemaker implantation (PPI) rates and PVL 
(paravalvular leak) were higher in the TAVR group. Despite higher PPI and PVL 
rates, the all-cause mortality was lower with TAVR than SAVR. Higher PPI rates 
were because of an overenthusiastic approach for pacemaker implantation in view 
of lack of experience during those days.

The above-mentioned trials showed a consistent reduction in 30 days all-cause 
mortality attributed to improved technical advances, procedural skills and better 
patient selection (refer to Table 2).

Table 2. 
Clinical trials data.
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4. Patient selection for TAVR

Patient evaluation is directed towards identifying patients where significant 
improvement in the quality and duration of life is expected with AVR and avoid 
unnecessary intervention where the benefit is unlikely due to other confounding 
co-morbidities.

Extreme comorbidities that overwhelm the benefit of TAVR may render the 
procedure futile as shown in PARTNER cohort B.

The essential components for patient selection include:

1. Clinical risk stratification with emphasis on heart team

2. Geriatric risk stratification

3. Anticipated clinical benefit and

4. Assessment of patient’s goals and preferences

5. Anatomic assessment: MDCT as standard. 3D TEE as an alternative.

a. Accurate valve sizing

b. Vascular access planning

4.1 Clinical risk stratification

Important components of clinical risk stratification are mentioned in Table 3.
STS-PROM and Euroscore II are the two most commonly used integrated risk 

scoring calculators used to assess surgical risk.
STS risk scoring system had been extensively utilized in clinical decision making 

for TAVR. SAVR, components of which are showed in Table 4.
STS score <4% is low risk.
≥4%, <8% is intermediate risk.
>8% is high risk.

Table 3. 
Clinical predictors of increased risk.
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Concept of heart team: doctors from various specialties as a team need to evalu-
ate TAVR patients.

Multidisciplinary team approach provides an opportunity for active participa-
tion of doctors from multiple specialties and share views on different aspects of 
patient health care and also to counsel patient relatives on an anticipated line of 
management.

The team should consist of referring physician, Clinical Cardiologist, 
Interventional cardiologist, cardiothoracic surgeon, Cardiac anaesthesiologist, 
dedicated cardiac imaging specialist, Valve clinic coordinator, dedicated nursing 
and catheterisation laboratory team.

4.2 Geriatric risk stratification

Beyond the traditional co-morbidities like DM and HTN, the elderly population 
also need particular attention in terms of advanced frailty, disability in activities 
of daily living, malnutrition, mobility impairment, low muscle mass and strength, 
cognitive impairment and mood disorders.

The commonly used assessment tools are shown in Table 5.

4.3 The anticipated benefit of TAVR

Trial evidence consistently shows, treatment with TAVR in patients with symp-
tomatic severe AS results in reduction of all-cause mortality, improved duration of 
survival.

Patients symptomatic because of severe AS not because of other comorbidities 
have the greatest symptomatic benefit.

Patient pre-operative symptom status can be assessed by Kansas city cardiomy-
opathy questionnaire (KCCQ ) [13] and can be followed up linearly.

Table 4. 
Variables included in STS PROM and variables not included in STS PROM.
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4.4 Patients goals and preferences

The assessment of futility must include consideration of patient’s values, goals, 
and preferences.

Shared decision-making requires both patient and provider share information, 
work toward a consensus and reach agreement on the course of action.

In the TAVR population, when benefit in symptom relief aligns with a patient’s 
goals, care may not futile.

However, when life prolongation and symptom relief is not anticipated, care 
may be futile.

TAVR is not recommended in patients with a life expectancy of <1 year, or if the 
benefit of TAVR will be less obvious in the backdrop of multiple co-morbidities.

4.5 Anatomic assessment

Assessment of valve calcification, valve anatomy, annulus size, coronary height, 
an angle of implantation, size of sinuses of Valsalva, ascending aorta and peripheral 
vascular access by multidetector computerized tomography scan (MDCT) is an 
integral part of pre TVAR work up.

4.5.1 Aortic annulus

Annulus is a virtual ring formed by basal hinge points of the valve cusps. The 
measurement of annulus size is a very important step as it determines the size of the 
TAVR valve.

Prosthesis undersizing causes the risk of significant Paravalvular leak (PVL) or 
valve embolization, if oversized, disruption of the aortic root and cause annular 
rupture or impingement on conduction system and may cause bundle branch block 
or complete heart block.

Table 5. 
Geriatric assessment tools.
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3D TEE and MDCT are the two most commonly used imaging methods for 
annulus measurement.

MDCT is a non-invasive procedure, the ability to measure annulus during any 
part of the cardiac cycle and provide additional information like valve calcification, 
distribution of valve calcification, sizes of sinus of valsalva (SOV), coronary ostia 
distance from the annulus, makes it imaging of choice unless contraindicated in 
view of kidney injury [14].

4.5.2 Vascular access planning

MDCT because of excellent resolution provides a virtual roadmap for vascula-
ture and allows identification of vessel size, tortuosity, calcification, and luminal 
diameter, which allows the planning of access routes with a view to minimizing 
vascular complication rate.

5. Complications of TAVR

TAVR has seen an overall decline in peri-procedural complications over time, 
partly owing to newer technology and expertise.

Complications associated with TAVR are as listed in Table 6.
According to transcatheter valve therapy (TVT data), 30-day in-hospital mor-

tality has decreased from 7.5% in 2012 to 4.6% in 2015 [15].
This part of the chapter briefly reviews about important complications post TAVR.

5.1 Major vascular access site complications

Access site complications incidence depends upon the method of localization and 
the location of the puncture site, the need for multiple punctures and the size of the 
sheath used. The incidence of major vascular complications showed a decreasing trend 
attributed to technical innovations reducing sheath size and valve delivery systems.

Table 6. 
Complications of TAVR.
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The overall major vascular complication rate was 17% in PARTNER 1 trial, 
decreased to 2.5% in low-risk TAVR trial [11], 2018 due to improvements in the 
sheath and valve delivery systems.

5.2 Permanent pacemaker implantation (PPI)

Need for PPI arises due to a complex interaction of the valve with the conduction 
system.

The incidence of PPI has not decreased as expected, compared with other 
complications. Changes in the valve design to prevent PVL and position of valve 
implantation contributed for PPI.

PPI incidence appears to increase with the oversizing of the valve and changes in 
valve design to prevent PVL. Shallow implantation and improvement in technical 
skill could decrease the incidence of PVL as shown in the REPRISE trial.

PPI frequency varies in relation to the valve type used. Balloon Expandable valve 
has a relatively less incidence of PPI at the cost of higher valvular gradients.

The incidence of new PPI post-TAVR was 6–10% in PARTNER 1 and PARTNER 
2 trials which is similar to 5% seen in low-risk TAVR study [11].

The requirement of PPI has been associated with increased hospital stay and 
financial burden but has not been shown to increase mortality conclusively.

5.3 Paravalvular leak (PVL)

PVL occurs because of the difference in the shape of the valve which is circular 
compared to the elliptical aortic annulus.

The incidence of PVL is consistently shown to be higher with TAVR than SAVR 
in all landmark trials of TAVR.

Valve size, aortic valve distribution of calcium and implantation depth were 
predictive of post TAVR PVL [16].

Precise annulus sizing by appropriate aortic imaging pre-TAVR is fundamental 
to prevent PVL. With the use of newer imaging technology and understanding of 
the factors involved the incidence of moderate or severe PVL decreased 12.5% in 
PARTNER B to <1% in low-risk TAVR data [11]. Out of 12.5% moderate to severe 
PVL in PARTNER cohort B only 0.7% have severe leak, severe PVL causing an 
increase in mortality or need for re-intervention is very rare.

5.4 Stroke

Stroke is one of the most devastating complication post-TAVR, it causes an 
increase in mortality, significant worsening of quality of life and disability.

A stroke occurs due to the embolization of plaque contents from atheroma 
disrupted during delivery system manipulations. Early trial PARTNER 1 used a 
balloon-expandable valve with a 22-24F delivery catheter and showed a 30-day 
stroke risk of 5.5–6.2% [7].

The risk of stroke decreased over the years with increasing operator experience, 
advancements in valve technology, and improvement in patient selection.

PARTNER 2 and CoreValve studies used Sapien XT and CoreValve which used 
18F delivery catheter and showed a 30-day risk of stroke around 4% [17–19].

A study on the timing of stroke post-TAVR by Samir et al. showed that of strokes 
occurring within 30 days post-TAVR, 64% were diagnosed within 2 days and 85% 
were diagnosed within 1 week, the risk of stroke after the initial peri-procedural 
period is not high [20]. More balloon post dilations and lack of dual antiplatelet 
therapy before the procedure were associated with a higher risk of early stroke [20].
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Newer advances like Sentinel cerebral protection system are recently approved 
by the US FDA and are commercially available.

The Sentinel study investigated the role of Sentinel CPS (cerebral protection 
system) but failed to show a reduction in the median total new lesion volume on 
MRI. So In view of the lack of robust evidence regarding the efficacy of CPS, the 
choice of using neuroprotection in TAVR requires an individualized risk-benefit 
analysis.

Investigations therapies like protecting aortic arch vessels with CPS, excluding 
the LAA and refining post procedural antithrombotic strategy may aid in a further 
reduction in stroke incidence.

5.5 Durability

Structural valve deterioration is defined as any change in valve function result-
ing from an intrinsic abnormality leading to an intervention.

Increase in a mean gradient to >20 mm Hg or increase >10 mm Hg from baseline, 
an appearance of new valvular regurgitation constitutes SVD.

Rising interest for the use of TAVR in low-risk population makes durability of 
valve an important concern where the life expectancy of the patients would be more 
than 15 years. Five-year data from PARTNER 1 trial showed stable valve area and 
mean transvalvular gradient throughout the follow-up. The mean valve area was 
1.52 cm2 and the mean gradient was 10 mm Hg at 5 years and no events of clinical 
thrombosis of the TAVR valve [7].

Any increase in valvular gradients should warrant imaging workup for valve 
thrombosis. Data from multicentre registry showed, an incidence of VHD of 4.5% 
(overall VHD) and 2.8% within the first year (early VHD) [21].

Makkar et al. reported hypo-attenuated leaflet thickening (HALT) and reduced 
leaflet motion (RELM) in transcatheter valves, evaluated by four-dimensional 
volume-rendered computer tomography [22]. The effect of this finding on clinical 
outcomes needs further investigation.

Walksman et al. reported a 14% incidence of HALT and 11.2% RELM at 30 days 
post-TAVR, but were asymptomatic clinically.

Multivariate analysis showed the absence of anticoagulation at discharge, valve 
size <23 mm, a valve in valve procedure and greater BMI as predictors of transcath-
eter valve hemodynamic deterioration post-TAVR [21].

5.6 Miscellaneous

5.6.1 Annular rupture

Non-existent with self-expandable valves except in cases where pre or post-
dilation is performed.

Because of the use of newer imaging modalities accurate sizing of the balloon, 
an annular rupture is a very rare phenomenon.

5.6.2 Valve embolization

Device embolization was defined as, Movement of valve prosthesis during or 
after deployment such that it loses contact with the aortic annulus. A study by 
Makkar et al., out of 2,554 patients who underwent TAVR, valve embolization was 
noted in 1% of patients. Technical factors like undersized valve and complex aortic 
valve anatomy, incomplete balloon inflation, and pacing failure were associated 
with valve embolization [23].
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5.6.3 Coronary obstruction

Symptomatic coronary obstruction following TAVR is rare but a life-
threatening complication. Multicentre registry data shows an incidence of 0.6%. 
It was observed more frequently with balloon expandable valve and in those 
with a previous surgical prosthesis [24]. Low lying coronary ostium and shallow 
sinus of Valsalva were anatomical factors associated with the risk for coronary 
obstruction [24].

5.6.4 Trans oesophageal echo (TEE) related complications

The incidence of complications with TEE is <1%. Dental trauma, oral bleeding, 
oesophageal erosions and rarely oesophageal rupture.

5.6.5 Anaesthesia-related complications

Respiratory dependence, hypotension, nausea and vomiting are among com-
mon, complete description of anaesthesia related complications is beyond the scope 
of this chapter.

6. Conclusion

TAVR, a novel approach started as an impossible idea, witnessed a remark-
able journey and now is an established therapy in management of symptomatic 
severe Aortic stenosis patients. Outcomes post TAVR are bound to get better as 
technology improves and expertise increases. “TAVR first approach may be the 
future.”
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Chapter 5

Infective Endocarditis in Aortic 
Valve Disease
Juan Bustamante-Munguira, Eva María Aguilar Blanco  
and Angels Figuerola-Tejerina

Abstract

Although infective endocarditis is a rare disease, its incidence has increased 
over the last years and, despite improved diagnosis and treatment, it has a poor 
prognosis. The left side is compromised in most cases and underlying valvular heart 
disease is present in a substantial proportion of cases. We review the incidence, 
main clinical features and indications for surgery in left-sided native valve infective 
endocarditis, focusing on the aortic valve.

Keywords: epidemiology, incidence, left-sided endocarditis, surgery

1. Introduction

Infective endocarditis (IE) is an infectious disease generally caused by bacteria 
that affect the endocardium, mostly the left chambers. Right-sided endocarditis is a 
different, much less prevalent entity with other clinical and epidemiological charac-
teristics. In this chapter, we analyse left-sided endocarditis, focusing on aortic valve 
involvement to ascertain frequency of presentation, normal signs and symptoms, 
treatment and prognosis. Endocarditis frequently develops on a pathological valve. 
In the western world, the most common valve involvement is aortic sclerosis, that is, 
a certain degree of stenosis from age-associated valve degeneration. It is important 
to point out that aortic stenosis is the most prevalent western-world valvular heart 
disease that requires surgical or interventionist treatment. At 65 years of age, 2–7% 
of the population present some degree of aortic valve sclerosis, and the condition 
progresses over time [1–5].

Infective endocarditis is diagnosed based on modified Duke criteria. Their 
application means that there is an overlap with previously established criteria in 
large series. In addition, the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) in their Clinical 
Practice Guides have recently included some changes with respect to the criteria 
[6, 7], giving more importance to echocardiographic findings and the role of blood 
cultures. These findings are supported by new radiological tests, mainly CT scan, 
F-FDG PET/CT and radiolabelled leucocyte single-photon emission CT (SPECT)/
CT, and there are a major criteria.

The incidence of IE is known to vary according to the series analysed. This 
finding might be due to multiple factors. Various epidemiological cohort studies 
covering prolonged time periods have recently been published, providing key 
updates to clinical and epidemiological knowledge about IE. What is observed in 
these series is an increase in IE incidence, greater comorbidity in the patients and a 
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morbidity-mortality prognosis that has remained substantially the same during the 
last decades in spite of advances in diagnosis and therapy [8].

2. Incidence

As indicated earlier, infective endocarditis (IE) is a rare disease of poor progno-
sis, whose incidence has been growing during the last two decades. Various clinical 
pictures are found within it; fundamentally, it can be divided into endocarditis on 
native valve or prosthesis, and right- or left-sided endocarditis according to location 
[1–5]. Another entity has recently appeared that, due to its frequency and severity, 
is considered separate: health care-associated endocarditis.

Data on the incidence of the disease have been updated in the last few years 
by the publication of various studies of an epidemiological nature. The most 
recent ones report an incidence of 3–10 cases per 100,000 inhabitants/year, but 
there is great geographical variability in the data [1–5, 9]. Over the last few years, 
several groups have published incidences from local studies that give us a geo-
graphical view of the current IE situation. In a study carried out in Spain, Olmos 
et al. observed an increase in incidence, rising from 2.72 cases to 3.49 cases per 
100,000 inhabitants/year during the period analysed (2003–2014) [10]. Likewise, 
Bustamante Munguira et al. reported increased IE incidence in Spain, which rose 
from 3.17% in 1997 to 5.56% in 2014 [9]. In Denmark, Erichsen et al. also observed 
a rise in incidence during 1994–2011, going from 3.93 to 7.55 cases per 100,000 
inhabitants a year [11]. In Italy, Cresti et al. found 4.6 cases per 100,000 during 
the study period 1998–2014 [12]. Representing the Spanish Group Collaboration 
on Endocarditis (Grupo de Apoyo al Manejo de Infective Endocarditis en España, 
GAMES), Muñoz et al. estimated an annual incidence of 3.5 cases per 100,000 
inhabitants during 2008–2012 [13].

The increase in the incidence of the disease is consequently perfectly docu-
mented in the different studies mentioned. One of the motives justifying this 
increase is the appearance of clinical practice-associated endocarditis, as we have 
pointed out. This type of endocarditis is becoming more and more frequent, 
reaching up to 25% depending on the series analysed. Other causes of increased IE 
incidence are population ageing and growth in patient comorbidity. As we indicated 
earlier, associated with ageing of the population, there is an increase in the preva-
lence of valvular heart disease, predominantly in the development of degenerative 
aortic sclerosis and degenerative mitral insufficiency.

Published records from different European countries reveal both increased IE 
incidence and increased fragility and comorbidity in patients presenting IE. In a 
study in France, Hoen et al. reported an incidence of 3.1 cases per 100,000 inhabit-
ants a year [14]. In their study on an English population, Dayer et al. analysed the 
impact that the change in antibiotic prophylaxis recommendations had on the 
incidence of endocarditis in the United Kingdom. Their study results showed that 
IE incidence increased from the start of the study in 2000 until its end in 2013. The 
authors attributed this growth in incidence (as other authors have) to ageing of the 
population, increased comorbidity and the rise in invasive measures associated 
with health care attention. However, they also indicated that one of the determining 
factors in the sample analysed was the change in antibiotic prophylaxis recom-
mendations instituted in March 2008 [15]. In the series reported by Erichsen et al., 
analysing the population in Denmark, incidence rose throughout the study period, 
from 3.93 per 100,000 inhabitants a year in 1994–1996 to 7.55 per 100,000 inhabit-
ants a year in 2009–2011 Table 1.
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These epidemiological studies obtain the information from data in administra-
tive databases gathered when patients are admitted. They are administrative coding 
systems used for management of both public and private hospitals. This method 
makes it possible to analyse broad population samples over long period of time, but 
the fact that it lacks clinical content is a decided weakness. This is the case with the 
Spanish series, in which the minimum basic data set of the National Surveillance 
System for Hospital Data in Spain provided by the Spanish Ministry of Health was 
used [9]. In Italy, Cresti et al. used the Health Care System Hospital Discharge 
Records database with a primary or secondary International Classification of 
Diseases 9th Revision IE diagnosis code [12]. The Danish registry published by 
Reichsen et al. was based on an analysis of the Danish National Patients Registry, 
which was set up in 1968 [11].

The data published in these studies should be interpreted with certain caution, 
given the limitations such analyses have. What is clear, and agreed upon in most 
of the studies, is that the incidence of endocarditis on both native and prosthetic 
valves has increased.

3. Left-sided endocarditis, with aortic compromise

When we analyse valve involvement, we see that endocarditis is found on 
left cavities in 90–95% of the cases, while right-side involvement is rare. Native 
valve endocarditis is far more common (70–80% of the cases) than prosthetic 

Author Country Study period No. of 
patients

Incidence Rate of 
indication for 

surgery

Reference

Bustamante 
Munguira

Spain 1997–2014 34,399 3.17% in 1997 and 
5.56% in 2014

11.7% in 1997 
to 17.8% in 

2014

[8]

Erichsen Denmark 1994–2011 5486 3.93 in 1994–1996 
to 7.55 in 

2009–2011

None [10]

Olmos Spain 2003–2014 16,867 2.72 in 2003 3.49 in 
2014

23% [9]

Fedeli Italy 2000–2008 1873 4.1 in 2000–2002 
to 4.9 in 

2006–2008

23% [15]

Cresti Italy 1998–2014 167 4.6/100,000 46.5% [11]

Hoen France 1999 390 3/100000 49% [13]

Dayer England 1 January 2004 
to 31 March 

2013

19,804 0.11 cases per 10 
million people per 

month

None [14]

Muñoz Spain 1 January 
2008 to 31 
December 

2012

1804 3.5 cases per 
100,000 

inhabitants

44.2% [12]

Ilhão 
Moreira

Portugal 2006 and 2014 233 36.9% [20]

Table 1. 
Main epidemiological studies on endocarditis.
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endocarditis [16]. Multiple valve involvement is infrequent, ranging up to 15–20% 
of the cases according to the series consulted [17].

According to the majority of authors, the frequency of distribution of mitral and 
aortic valve compromise follows a similar proportion. There are almost no studies 
that analyse aortic involvement individually [18]. This is not the case with native 
mitral valve endocarditis; some authors have analysed it independently, alleging 
that the embolism rate is greater and that surgical treatment for these patients can 
be based on valve repair with good short-, medium- and long-term clinical results. 
However, the majority of the studies do not discriminate according to location, 
making a global analysis. Nevertheless, there are certain discrepancies in the studies 
published.

In one of the most numerous series published, with 2781 patients attended in 
58 centres from 25 countries, Murdoch et al. observed that the mitral valve was 
compromised in 41.1% of the cases, while the aortic valve was in 37.6% [19]. In a 
series of 945 consecutive episodes, Olmos et al. found no statistically significant dif-
ferences between the two locations [20], while Muñoz et al. observed that the mitral 
valve was involved in 44.8% of the cases and the aortic in 47.2% [13].

There are discrepancies in the literature. In a French study with 303 patients 
with left-sided endocarditis, Lung et al. found a higher incidence of mitral valve 
compromise than of aortic (49.2 vs. 32.3%) [17]. At the opposite extreme, we find 
the results of the study by Ilhão Moreira et al.; in a series of 233 patients followed 
for 8 years, they observed that aortic involvement was more frequent (55.7%) than 
mitral (38.2%) [21].

As we have pointed out, it is important to remember that endocarditis develops 
on pathological valves in one-fourth of the cases, with valve degeneration being 
the most frequent underlying condition [10, 13, 19]. In some series, this percentage 
is even higher than 35% [12]. It bears repeating that epidemiological aspects are 
important in interpreting study results.

4.  Specific clinical profile of left-sided infective endocarditis with aortic 
valve compromise

Independently of valve involvement, IE presents a shared clinical picture 
characterised by symptoms of systemic infection. Some of these are more frequent 
based on the location involved. The most common symptom is fever, which can 
be present in 90% of the patients. Heart failure is also highly frequent. Associated 
constitutional symptoms, such as weight loss, asthenia and anorexia, are also 
found. There are differences in the percentage of presentation in some of the 
complications.

4.1 Embolism

Aortic valve compromise does not involve embolic risk greater than that of the 
compromise of other valves. Its incidence depends on the size of the vegetation and of 
the microorganism causing the infection. The frequency of embolism in aortic endo-
carditis is, if anything, less than that of mitral endocarditis. Systemic embolism is 
estimated to occur in 22–50% of the cases; most embolisms affect the central nervous 
system, while other locations such as the spleen or kidney are less common [7, 22].

There is a certain variability in the results reported by different authors. 
Vilacosta et al., in a series of 211 patients with left-sided endocarditis, found a 
correlation between vegetation size and embolism for the patients with mitral valve 
endocarditis but not in the case of the aortic valve [23]. However, Hubert et al., in 
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their study analysing 1022 patients, found no correlation with location, but did find 
a statistically significant association with vegetation size [24]. Likewise, in their 
study including 1456 patients, Rizzi et al. found no association with location but did 
find ones with vegetation size and with the causal agent being S. aureus [25].

When the relationship between microorganism and embolism is analysed, it 
can be observed that the results reported are also different according to the series 
considered. Vilacosta et al. indicated that they did not observe any differences 
based on the type of microorganism. This aspect is controversial, given that clinical 
practice guidelines and some authors point out that there is a relationship between 
endocarditis caused by specific microorganisms and the likelihood of developing 
embolic phenomena.

Various risk scores have been developed in relation to this complication for 
calculating the probability of developing embolisms. Among these, the Italian and 
French scales are the most utilised. In a study on 167 patients, Cresti et al. did not 
observe any differences between aortic and mitral locations in the case of native 
valve endocarditis [12]. Hubert et al., in a sample of 1022 patients, likewise found 
no relationship with location; however, they did observe an association with vegeta-
tion size and when the endocarditis was caused by S. aureus [24].

4.2 Atrioventricular block

Aortic valve compromise can progress with symptoms of aortic insufficiency. 
It may trigger heart failure if inception is acute, while other common symptoms 
are embolism and rhythm disorders. Within rhythm alterations, the most frequent 
complication is atrioventricular block from conduction system disruption; its 
incidence ranges from 1 to 15% depending on the series. This complication worsens 
the prognosis, principally because it is the consequence of an annular compromise 
reflecting the extension of the infection. It is more frequent when staphylococci are 
involved. In these cases, it is important to delay the pacemaker implantation and 
always be sure that the infectious process is under control, in order to avoid the risk 
of infection of the pacemaker. There are also differences in the literature as to the 
involvement of the aortic valve compared with the mitral, although some authors 
report similar figures [26].

4.3 Heart failure

Heart failure is the most frequent complication of patients with IE. It is the main 
factor that predicts mortality at 30 days [18]. The presence of heart failure is more 
common when the valve compromise is aortic. The mechanism that explains its 
appearance is the occurrence of valve dysfunction. It is currently the most common 
cause for indicating surgery [27, 28].

5. Indication for surgery in left-sided aortic valve endocarditis

The reported rate for indication for surgery also varies considerably according to 
the studies published. Surgery indication is influenced by the characteristics of the 
centre, which are basically determined by the availability of multidisciplinary teams 
in patient assessment. The range is very wide, going from very low figures of 9.6% 
of the patients with endocarditis [12] up to the rates of indication reported by Lung 
et al. of 73% of the patients attended (with surgery being performed in 46% of the 
cases) [17]. Analysed by location, aortic endocarditis required surgery in 38.2% of 
the cases, when aortic valve compromise was 17% lower.
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Very few authors study surgery of the aortic valve independently of that of the 
mitral valve. The majority of the series combine the two in their analyses, consid-
ering them the same process, left-sided endocarditis. It should be remembered 
that there are some differences between the two locations with respect to clinical 
repercussion, the possibility of generating embolism and the appearance of rhythm 
disorders.

Bustamante Munguira et al., analysing the Spanish series during the time period 
1997–2014, found that the percentage of patients requiring surgery increased over 
the course of the study, reaching 15.7% of the patients [9]. These figures are much 
lower than those of the European registry, in which the Euro Heart Survey reported 
a rate of 58.7% [29]. Once again, the most logical explanation for this finding lies 
in the establishment of protocols for and in the treatment of endocarditis with the 
attention of these patients being given by units of reference.

There are intermediate ranges between these figures. One example is the study 
by Murdoch et al. (with 2781 patients attended in 58 centres in 25 countries), in 
which 48.2% of the patients underwent surgery [19]. In this study, important dif-
ferences based on the type of centre were also observed in the percentage of patients 
that received an indication for surgery, with ranges of 63.4–37.1% (P < 0.001). In 
the series reported by Olmos et al., 23% of the patients required surgery [10]; the 
percentage was greater in the case of the centres with cardiac surgery (35.5%). A 
limitation of this study was that it did not analyse the percentage of aortic patients 
compared with other patients having problems in different locations.

In the study published by Moreira et al. (analysing 233 patients for 8 years), 57% 
of the patients received the indication for surgery, and the patients were operated in 
36.9% of the cases. In that study, the frequency of indication for surgical treatment 
was analysed according to location. It was found that operations were performed in 
64% of the cases of aortic endocarditis, while the percentage was only 31% in the 
cases of mitral endocarditis [21].

6. Conclusions

Infective endocarditis has increased its frequency of appearance as a conse-
quence of ageing of the population and of the number of invasive procedures giving 
rise to the appearance of the condition called health care-associated endocarditis. 
Left-sided cavities are compromised far more frequently than right-sided ones. 
However, there is no clear difference between the percentage of aortic and mitral 
valve involvement. Indications for surgery have gradually increased, but the result 
considered in terms of morbidity-mortality has not improved despite advances in 
techniques and postoperative care. It is hard to find studies in which aortic valve 
compromise is analysed individually, because most studies focus on studying left-
cavity endocarditis and consequently produce a global evaluation.
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Chapter 6

Aortic Stenosis in Dogs and Cats: 
Past, Present and Future
Aleksandra Domanjko Petrič, Anja Perovič, Tanja Švara  
and Peter Dovč

Abstract

Aortic stenosis is one of the three most common congenital heart defects in 
dogs and less frequent in cats. Most dogs or cats have subvalvular type of stenosis; 
valvular or supravalvular types are less frequent. Heart failure is seldom a conse-
quence of aortic stenosis; most dogs with heart failure have a concurrent disease. 
The most common accompanying diagnosis is pulmonic stenosis, especially in the 
Boxer breed. Screening programs seem to have efficiently lowered the incidence 
of aortic stenosis in dogs. Genetic evidence for aortic stenosis has been shown in 
Golden Retriever, Newfoundland and Dogue de Bordeaux; however, the genetic 
background of aortic stenosis at molecular level remains unclear.

Keywords: aortic stenosis, congenital heart defect, genetics, sudden death, dog, cat

1. Introduction

Aortic stenosis can be defined as a narrowing of the left ventricular outflow 
tract (LVOT) and/or aorta at the level below the aortic valve, at the aortic valve, or 
above it. This narrowing produces a blood flow turbulence that is auscultated as a 
systolic murmur at the heart base, as well as increased blood flow velocity that can 
be detected and measured by Doppler echocardiography.

Aortic stenosis is mainly considered to be a congenital defect found in many 
species including humans. In dogs, aortic stenosis has autosomal inheritance; 
however, the mode of inheritance seems to be more complex in monogenic traits.

Various forms of aortic stenosis as well as its possible genetic background have 
been recorded in domestic animals since the late 1960s and 1970s [1]. In those times, 
the final diagnosis was mostly confirmed at necropsy. Currently, diagnosis is based on 
echocardiographic evaluation of the morphology of the left ventricular outflow tract 
and aorta and the velocity of blood measured by the continuous wave (CW) Doppler 
method after a murmur is detected. Prognosis depends on the severity of the stenosis 
being from no effect on life quality and expectancy in mild forms of the disease to 
decreased life quality and expectancy in moderate to severe forms due to possible 
complications. Those include syncopal episodes that can result in sudden death, tired-
ness on exertion, or in rare cases, congestive heart failure or infective endocarditis [2].

The aim of this chapter is a review of the existing literature and our experience 
with clinical aspects of AS in dogs and cats. Genetic evidence for aortic stenosis has 
been shown in Golden Retriever, Newfoundland, and Dogue de Bordeaux; however, 
the genetic background of aortic stenosis at a molecular level remains unclear.
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Figure 1. 
Gross pathologic specimen from a dog with severe subaortic stenosis. A subvalvular fibrous ring (lower arrow) 
below the aortic valve and a thickened valve above the fibrous ring of tissue can be seen. Ao—aorta, LV—left 
ventricle, LA—left atrium, and MV—mitral valve.

2. Forms of aortic stenosis

Subaortic stenosis (SAS) is common congenital cardiac defect in dogs [3, 4] and 
pigs [5]. In cats, SAS has not been so often described [1, 6–8].

Several classifications are used for aortic stenosis. According to anatomic loca-
tion, aortic stenosis is classified into valvular (VAS), subvalvular (SAS), or supra-
valvular (SupAS) [9].

Based on functional characteristics of obstruction, subvalvular cases are further 
categorized as either fixed (static) or dynamic (labile) [2].

A dynamic form of subaortic stenosis can occur in the following instances: in a 
hypertrophied left ventricle (LVH) due to protrusion of the ventricular septum into 
the LVOT, systolic anterior movement of the anterior mitral valve leaflet (SAM) 
which occurs concurrently or in the absence of LVH, and in cases where aortoseptal 
angle is smaller than 180o [10].

The subvalvular form—subaortic stenosis (SAS)—has been reported as the 
most frequently seen (in 95%) and can be presented as a complete or incomplete 
ring [1, 2, 11–13].

3. Pathologic findings

The gross appearance of the lesions in SAS is variable [4, 14]. Current clas-
sification which is used by clinicians is based on anatomical and echocardiographic 
classification of SAS on the result of postmortem and angiographic studies of Pyle 
et al. [14, 15]. In a postmortem study performed on Newfoundland puppies, the 
gross lesions were classified according to severity with grades 1 through 3 [14]. Mild 
lesions (grade 1) are present as small (1–2 mm), raised white nodules on the endo-
cardium of the ventricular septum below the aortic valve. In some dogs, the nodules 
are also found on the ventricular surfaces of the aortic valve cusps (Figure 1) [14]. 
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Moderate lesions are present as a ridge of endocardial fibrous tissue that in most 
cases extends from the base of the anterior leaflet of mitral valve across the inter-
ventricular septum to beneath the aortic valve (Figures 2 and 3) [14]. In severe cases 

Figure 2. 
Gross pathologic specimen from a dog with severe subaortic stenosis. This is a close-up of a closed fibrous 
subaortic tissue that encircles the left ventricular outflow tract just below the entrance to the aorta.

Figure 3. 
Gross pathologic specimen from a dog with severe subaortic stenosis. A tunnel-like subaortic stenosis (upper 
2 arrows) and a fibrous subaortic ring below the aortic valve is seen (lower arrow). Ao—aorta, LV—left 
ventricle, and LA—left atrium.
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lesions (grade 1) are present as small (1–2 mm), raised white nodules on the endo-
cardium of the ventricular septum below the aortic valve. In some dogs, the nodules 
are also found on the ventricular surfaces of the aortic valve cusps (Figure 1) [14]. 
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Moderate lesions are present as a ridge of endocardial fibrous tissue that in most 
cases extends from the base of the anterior leaflet of mitral valve across the inter-
ventricular septum to beneath the aortic valve (Figures 2 and 3) [14]. In severe cases 

Figure 2. 
Gross pathologic specimen from a dog with severe subaortic stenosis. This is a close-up of a closed fibrous 
subaortic tissue that encircles the left ventricular outflow tract just below the entrance to the aorta.

Figure 3. 
Gross pathologic specimen from a dog with severe subaortic stenosis. A tunnel-like subaortic stenosis (upper 
2 arrows) and a fibrous subaortic ring below the aortic valve is seen (lower arrow). Ao—aorta, LV—left 
ventricle, and LA—left atrium.
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(grade 3), the fibrous band or ridge completely encircles the left ventricular outflow 
tract below the aortic valve and forms a concentrically narrowing tunnel (Figure 3). 
In most severe cases, anterior leaflet of the mitral valve and ventricular surfaces of 
the aortic valve are also thickened (Figure 3) [14].

Microscopically, the zone of endocardial fibrous tissue below aortic valve 
contains proliferated mesenchymal cells, mucopolysaccharide ground substance, 
and foci of metaplastic cartilage [3, 4, 14].

Other cardiac lesions that develop as the consequences of the altered left ven-
tricular outflow include compensatory left ventricular concentric hypertrophy [3] 
(Figure 3) and poststenotic dilatation of the aorta [4].

Microscopic cardiac lesions also include foci of myocardial necrosis, fibrosis 
in the papillary muscles and subendocardium, thickening of the intramyocardial 
arteries [3], intimal proliferation of connective tissue, fibrous replacement of 
smooth muscle in the tunica media [16, 17], and luminal narrowing of intramural 
coronary arteries [18].

Several cardiac defects have been observed concomitantly with SAS in dogs. 
These defects include pulmonary artery stenosis (PS), patent ductus arteriosus, 
mitral valve dysplasia, ventricular septal defect, valvular aortic stenosis, aortic root 
hypoplasia, persistent left cranial vena cava, bicuspid aorta, quadricuspid aorta, 
tricuspid dysplasia, double chambered right ventricle, and supravalvular aortic 
stenosis [19, 20]. Coexistence of aortic stenosis and pulmonary artery stenosis is 
one of the most common complex cardiac malformations [13, 20].

4. Breed prevalence and natural history

SAS has been ranked the most common congenital heart disease (CHD) in dogs 
in most European studies accounting for 35% of all CHD. In the United States [12] 
and in a broad Italian study [20], SAS was on the second place (the most common 
being PS). However, these results must be taken carefully due to referral popula-
tion included since a lot of cases were sent for ballooning. Of 4480 dogs included in 
this study, 976 dogs were diagnosed with congenital heart disease (CHD) of which 
21.3% had subaortic stenosis (SAS), while valvular aortic stenosis (AS) was on the 
fifth place with 5.7% dogs diagnosed. The same study showed many multiple heart 
defects; the most frequent combination was SAS and PS (26.4%).

We did a study on 9236 dogs, where cardiovascular disease was diagnosed in 6% 
of dogs, and from those, 12% represented congenital heart diseases of which 45% 
were aortic stenosis cases [21].

According to many epidemiological studies [20, 22–27], affected breeds 
are: Boxers, German Shepherd, Newfoundland, Rottweiler, Golden Retriever, 
Pug, and Bouviers de Flandres. In the Italian study [20] and a Danish study 
[28], Dogue de Bordeaux was also shown to be significantly affected. German 
Boxers have proved to be the most sensitive breed in recent years [19, 21, 29–31]. 
Almost half of all the dogs in the Italian study diagnosed with SAS were Boxers. 
Boxers are also on top of the list of dogs with pulmonary artery stenosis (PS) and 
valvular aortic stenosis (AS). In Boxer breed, more male than female dogs are 
affected with SAS [20, 32]. Studies in cats did not show any breed predilection; 
aortic stenosis could be of all types described in dogs, with subvalvular stenosis 
being the most common [6–8, 33]. In our clinic, occasionally a cat with a fixed 
SAS is detected, usually due to an ausculted murmur. Dynamic left ventricular 
outflow tract stenosis is much more common in cats due to common occurrence 
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of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and systolic anterior motion of the mitral valve 
(personal unpublished data).

Dogs with mild SAS live longer and mostly remain asymptomatic. Prognosis for 
the untreated condition in this group is good. Dogs with moderate and severe gradi-
ents have shorter life expectancy. They have increased risk of infective endocarditis. 
The majority of dogs with severe gradients (>80 mm Hg) die before 3 years of age. 
Median survival was 18.9 months [9, 26].

Subaortic stenosis can be a progressive disease that attains its maximal severity 
within the first 12–15 months [15]. In dogs that already have high aortic velocity, 
further progression is unlikely; however, dogs with mild stenosis might progress to 
a moderate stage [34]. Breeding studies also indicate that AS may not be present at 
birth but develops during the first 4–8 weeks of life, which suggests that AS is not a 
true congenital trait but develops postnatally [27].

The etiology of SAS is probably multi-factorial [35]. In the literature, there are 
two hypotheses on how the fibrocartilaginous ring around the LVOT is formed. It 
could be derived from embryonal endocardial tissue that retains its proliferative 
capacity and has chondrogenic potential for some time after birth [14]. A more 
recent hypothesis suggests that certain anatomic characteristics of the LVOT, 
including an increased mitral-aortic separation, a decreased aortoseptal angle 
(AoSA), and a small aortic annulus may cause cellular proliferation in the LVOT 
because of shear stress caused by abnormal flow patterns [35, 36].

Clinical signs such as weakness, syncope, and sudden death are more commonly 
seen in dogs with severe or moderate AS than in those with mild SAS [2, 9, 11]. 
Dogs with mild AS rarely show any signs at all [2, 37]. Careful physical examination 
reveals crescendo-decrescendo systolic murmur from grades 1 to 6. Final diagnosis 
has to be confirmed by two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography, by which 
evaluation of morphologic characteristics, the type of stenosis, and the pressure 
gradient across the stenosis can be assessed [2, 11, 15].

Cats are more often identified when clinical signs such as heart failure 
develop [38].

5. Screening schemes

In the early years of the 21th century, cardiac screening programs have been pro-
posed due to high incidence of some congenital heart diseases. Aortic stenosis has 
been recognized as one of the most common heart defects according to high preva-
lence in breeds such as Newfoundland dogs, German Boxer, Golden Retrievers, and 
Rottweiler to name just the ones mostly affected. Therefore, screening programs 
were introduced to reduce the high prevalence among the breeding dogs. Some 
breeders became aware that these breeding programs could help to reduce the 
incidence of affected animals and to breed healthy puppies. In Italy, such a breeding 
program helped to reduce the high incidence of AS among boxers [32]. In the case 
of AS, screening involves careful auscultation to detect cardiac murmur, which is 
a hallmark of AS. In cases where murmurs are found, 2-D and Doppler echocar-
diography is carried out, where the morphology of the left ventricular outflow tract 
with the ascending aorta, specific lesions characteristic for AS/SAS, and increased 
velocity of the aortic flow can be identified [39].

For a screening program to be effective, a good mutual relationship between 
the veterinarians involved in screening and pertinent kennel clubs need to be 
established. Kennel club committees responsible for breeding need to suggest to 
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the untreated condition in this group is good. Dogs with moderate and severe gradi-
ents have shorter life expectancy. They have increased risk of infective endocarditis. 
The majority of dogs with severe gradients (>80 mm Hg) die before 3 years of age. 
Median survival was 18.9 months [9, 26].

Subaortic stenosis can be a progressive disease that attains its maximal severity 
within the first 12–15 months [15]. In dogs that already have high aortic velocity, 
further progression is unlikely; however, dogs with mild stenosis might progress to 
a moderate stage [34]. Breeding studies also indicate that AS may not be present at 
birth but develops during the first 4–8 weeks of life, which suggests that AS is not a 
true congenital trait but develops postnatally [27].

The etiology of SAS is probably multi-factorial [35]. In the literature, there are 
two hypotheses on how the fibrocartilaginous ring around the LVOT is formed. It 
could be derived from embryonal endocardial tissue that retains its proliferative 
capacity and has chondrogenic potential for some time after birth [14]. A more 
recent hypothesis suggests that certain anatomic characteristics of the LVOT, 
including an increased mitral-aortic separation, a decreased aortoseptal angle 
(AoSA), and a small aortic annulus may cause cellular proliferation in the LVOT 
because of shear stress caused by abnormal flow patterns [35, 36].

Clinical signs such as weakness, syncope, and sudden death are more commonly 
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Dogs with mild AS rarely show any signs at all [2, 37]. Careful physical examination 
reveals crescendo-decrescendo systolic murmur from grades 1 to 6. Final diagnosis 
has to be confirmed by two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiography, by which 
evaluation of morphologic characteristics, the type of stenosis, and the pressure 
gradient across the stenosis can be assessed [2, 11, 15].

Cats are more often identified when clinical signs such as heart failure 
develop [38].

5. Screening schemes

In the early years of the 21th century, cardiac screening programs have been pro-
posed due to high incidence of some congenital heart diseases. Aortic stenosis has 
been recognized as one of the most common heart defects according to high preva-
lence in breeds such as Newfoundland dogs, German Boxer, Golden Retrievers, and 
Rottweiler to name just the ones mostly affected. Therefore, screening programs 
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incidence of affected animals and to breed healthy puppies. In Italy, such a breeding 
program helped to reduce the high incidence of AS among boxers [32]. In the case 
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a hallmark of AS. In cases where murmurs are found, 2-D and Doppler echocar-
diography is carried out, where the morphology of the left ventricular outflow tract 
with the ascending aorta, specific lesions characteristic for AS/SAS, and increased 
velocity of the aortic flow can be identified [39].

For a screening program to be effective, a good mutual relationship between 
the veterinarians involved in screening and pertinent kennel clubs need to be 
established. Kennel club committees responsible for breeding need to suggest to 
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breeders to screen their sires and dams before breeding or define the screening as 
a condition for breeding into their rulebook.

6. Pathophysiology of aortic stenosis

Stenosis across the left ventricular outflow tract into aorta produces a pressure 
gradient between the left ventricle and aorta, and the gradient is inversely propor-
tional to the degree of the stenotic orifice. The resistance to flow through the ste-
nosis produces a rise of pressure in the left ventricle through the systole; increased 
wall stress results in concentric hypertrophy of the ventricle. The flow through the 
narrow passage is like when we squeeze the hose with water – the velocity (v) of  
the flow will increase proportionally to the narrowing. The relationship between the 
pressure and the flow is described by a simplified Bernoulli equation:

Pressure gradient (PG) = 4v2.
The velocity of the flow or the pressure gradient is used to assess the severity  

of the stenosis; higher the velocity or pressure gradient, the more severe is the 
stenosis. However, interpretation of PG must be careful in sedated and excited 
animals, where there is a change in the resistance and flow [2].

Additionally, the left ventricular wall diameter and cross-sectional area of the 
aortic orifice are both proportional to the stenosis and can be used to assess  
the severity [40]. In the hypertrophied ventricle, diastolic filling can be impaired 
which can cause mild left atrial enlargement.

Turbulent and high velocity flow through the aortic orifice can damage the 
cusps, and aortic insufficiency can occur consequently. Damaged cusps can predis-
pose to infective endocarditis, as well.

Animals with aortic stenosis can develop heart failure, although this scenario 
rarely occurs. Myocardial failure could be the one of the reasons for heart failure 
to develop; however, other complications such as aortic or mitral insufficiency can 
lead to this kind of progression.

Dogs or cats with aortic stenosis can die suddenly or experience syncopal 
episodes. The cause might be the reflex peripheral vasodilation on exertion and 
bradycardia; on the other hand, sudden hypoxia due to exertion or subendocardial 
fibrosis can predispose to fatal arrhythmias that can also lead to fatal fibrillation [2].

Arterial pulse in patients with aortic stenosis can be reduced in amplitude and 
can have a delayed systolic peak [2].

7. Diagnostics

To make a diagnosis of AS, a thorough auscultation of heart sounds and 
murmurs should be carried out. Auscultation is the basic diagnostic technique to 
uncover AS and every clinically important AS will produce an audible murmur. It 
needs to be performed carefully in a quiet environment with a dog standing still 
to be able to hear low intensity murmurs. Although the murmur grade is found to 
correlate with the severity of AS, it is important to detect also low-grade murmurs 
to identify dogs with heart defects [41]. Early diagnosis of murmurs due to con-
genital heart defects may enable early intervention, which may substantially affect 
long-term outcomes [42]. Many healthy boxers tend to have a soft systolic low-grade 
murmur; in a study of 201 healthy Boxers, the prevalence of 1–3 grade murmurs 
was 56%. Boxers with murmurs had higher ejection velocities than boxers without 
murmurs [43] and young boxers may more commonly have functional murmurs 
that can also cause mild increase in ejection velocity due to the physiologic changes. 
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It has been hypothesized that young animals have a larger stroke volume compared 
to the size of the great vessels than do older animals. This can result in an increase in 
flow velocity producing turbulence, either in the aorta or in the pulmonary artery, 
and a resultant innocent heart murmur. The increase in the velocity and associated 
turbulence is usually mild, so the heart murmur is soft (i.e., grade 1–3/6). The inno-
cent heart murmur generally disappears before 4 to 6 months of age, when the great 
vessels enlarge in diameter with growth. A notable exception is the Boxer breed, 
where a smaller left ventricular outflow tract is associated with systolic murmurs in 
otherwise normal adults [44].

Aortic or subaortic stenosis produces a typical crescendo-decrescendo mid-
systolic to holosystolic murmur heard best over the left heart base or also on the 
right side of the thorax. Loud murmurs tend to radiate peripherally, some can 
be heard over the carotid artery or over the head. Severe cases of AS have usu-
ally harsh, mixed-frequency murmurs of high grade on the scale from 1 to 6 [41]. 
Murmur intensity significantly correlates with aortic ejection velocity [13, 41, 45]. 
Identification of low-intensity murmurs correlates with the level of experience. A 
stress test increased murmur duration and aortic flow velocity [46]. Assessment of 
the duration of murmur frequency >200 Hz can be used to distinguish physiologic 
heart murmurs from murmurs caused by mild AS in Boxers and can be used as a 
complementary method [47].

8. Electrocardiography

Dogs with mild-to-moderate AS usually produce a normal electrocardiogram 
on the standard ECG recordings, whereas cases with severe AS may show signs of 
LV hypertrophy in leads II, III, aVF, V2, and V4. Hypertrophied ventricle can be 
hypoxic; therefore, depression of the ST segment and T wave changes suggest myo-
cardial ischemia or secondary repolarization changes. We may observe ventricular 
premature complexes in severe cases as well [45]. In cases where AS is combined 
with other defects, for example, pulmonic stenosis or tricuspid dysplasia, a right 
axis deviation might occur, depending on the severity of additional lesions. In our 
study, in boxers with AS/SAS, arrhythmias were observed in 21% of dogs, such as 
ventricular premature contractions, left bundle branch block and supraventricular 
tachycardia, atrial fibrillation, atrial premature contractions, sinus bradycardia, 
and ventricular preexcitation. Dogs with multiple arrhythmias have ussually also 
heart failure and/or have concurrent malformations [13]. Holter recordings are 
recommended in symptomatic dogs for detection of possible arrhythmias or S-T 
segment changes [2].

9. Echocardiography

Echocardiography is the main noninvasive method for diagnosis of aortic steno-
sis. Two-dimensional mode is used to detect morphologic abnormalities associated 
with AS/SAS or supravalvular form. In severe cases, LV concentric hypertrophy, 
subendocardial hyperechogenicity, representing fibrosis (Figure 4), and a small 
subaortic cross-sectional area (Figure 5), is found with 2-D echocardiography. 
Left ventricular hypertrophy, demonstrated by M-mode, has a positive relationship 
with disease severity [40]. Subaortic fibrous hyperechogenic tissue protruding 
into the LVOT is seen in the right parasternal or left parasternal long-axis views 
(Figure 6 & https://www.vf.uni-lj.si/izobrazevanje/aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-
past-present-and-future). In most cases, some aortic valve thickening can be seen 
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Figure 5. 
Two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a short axis at the base of the heart showing subvalvular (upper 
image) and valvular region (lower image) of the aorta (Ao). One can appreciate the small subvalvular circle 
compared to the bigger valvular circle. LA—Left atrium.

Figure 4. 
Two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a short axis of the left ventricle (LV), showing subendocardial 
fibrosis in the left ventricular free wall. MV—Mitral valve.
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due to high velocity jets coming to aorta. In cases of true valvular types of stenosis, 
a poorly moving valve, which does not open completely, can be seen in long-axis 
(https://www.vf.uni-lj.si/izobrazevanje/aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-past-
present-and-future) and cross-sectional views. Color-Doppler mode shows turbu-
lent flow from the obstruction into the aorta (Figure 7 & https://www.vf.uni-lj.si/
izobrazevanje/aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-past-present-and-future). Spectral 
Doppler modes (continuous Doppler, CW) show high velocity jet, often accompa-
nied with aortic regurgitation (Figure 8, https://www.vf.uni-lj.si/izobrazevanje/
aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-past-present-and-future). Subcostal transducer 
placement proved to be superior to the left ventricular apical and the suprasternal 
view to detect the highest velocity through the aortic orifice [48]. Normal velocities 
through the aorta differ among breeds and studies; however, the average velocity 
does not exceed 1.8 m/s from the left apical view or 2 m/s from the subcostal view 

Figure 6. 
Subaortic fibrous hyperechogenic tissue protruding into the LVOT is seen in the right parasternal view in a 
young Newfoundland with severe subaortic stenosis. Ao—aorta, LV—left ventricle, and LA—left atrium.

Figure 7. 
A color-Doppler flow image of a Sphynx cat with fixed and dynamic subaortic stenosis and concentric 
hypertrophy of the left ventricle (LV) with concurrent mitral regurgitation (MR).
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Figure 5. 
Two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a short axis at the base of the heart showing subvalvular (upper 
image) and valvular region (lower image) of the aorta (Ao). One can appreciate the small subvalvular circle 
compared to the bigger valvular circle. LA—Left atrium.

Figure 4. 
Two-dimensional echocardiographic image of a short axis of the left ventricle (LV), showing subendocardial 
fibrosis in the left ventricular free wall. MV—Mitral valve.
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izobrazevanje/aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-past-present-and-future). Spectral 
Doppler modes (continuous Doppler, CW) show high velocity jet, often accompa-
nied with aortic regurgitation (Figure 8, https://www.vf.uni-lj.si/izobrazevanje/
aortic-stenosis-dogs-and-cats-past-present-and-future). Subcostal transducer 
placement proved to be superior to the left ventricular apical and the suprasternal 
view to detect the highest velocity through the aortic orifice [48]. Normal velocities 
through the aorta differ among breeds and studies; however, the average velocity 
does not exceed 1.8 m/s from the left apical view or 2 m/s from the subcostal view 
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Figure 8. 
Continuous wave Doppler across the aortic orifice showing a high velocity jet (AS) of 4 m/s below the baseline, 
which gives a pressure gradient of 67 mmHg and an aortic insufficiency jet in diastole above the baseline(AI).

[49]. In Boxers without murmurs, higher normal velocities are reported, that is, 
2.38 m/s due to smaller LVOT [43, 50].

It is important to use low-frequency transducer for Doppler studies to ensure 
good penetration of tissues and adequate signal strength to obtain good flow 
recordings of maximal velocities. Diagnostic problem represents dogs with low 
intensity murmurs and subtle echocardiographic changes. No association was found 
between heart rate and aortic velocity [41].

Aortic stenosis has been graded as “mild,” with pressure gradients (PG) either from 
16 to 40 mmHg (corresponding to aortic velocities, (v), of 2.0–3.16 m/sec) or from 
20 to 49 mmHg (corresponding to velocities of 2.25–3.5 m/sec, “moderate,” with PG 
either from 40 to 80 mmHg (v = 3.1.6–4.5 m/sec) or 50 to 80 mmHg (v = 3.5–4.5 m/
sec), and “severe” with PG above 80 mmHg, corresponding to velocities over 4.5 m/
sec [2, 15]. Pressure gradients derived by Doppler echocardiography showed good 
agreement with direct pressure measurements, especially for mean gradients [51].

10. Radiography and computed tomography

Thoracic radiographs may appear normal in dogs with AS/SAS; however, in 
severe cases, LV enlargement may be visible due to LVH and/or post-stenotic dila-
tion of the aortic arch (Figures 9 and 10).

In cases where AS is combined with other defects, pertinent radiographic 
changes may be apparent. Congestive heart failure is rare in SAS, it might be 
observed in severe cases or with concurrent mitral regurgitation, aortic or mitral 
endocarditis [2].

Angiographic methods for further evaluation of aortic stenosis morphology are 
nowadays replaced with contrast computed tomography (CT) scans where needed in 
terms of interventional or surgical treatment plans. Cardiac CT angiography allows 
visualization of cardiac chambers and great vessels as well as coronary vessels through 
cardiac cycles retrospectively. Evaluation of the coronary arteries in the patient is 
commonly focused on determining if an aberrant vessel is present, which may relate 
to a pulmonic stenosis, which can be present concurrently with AS/SAS.
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11. Therapeutic possibilities

Prognosis of animals with aortic stenosis depends on the severity of the disease. 
Mild stenosis usually does not affect longevity; however, the possibility of aortic 

Figure 9. 
A dorsoventral thoracic radiograph of a 4-month-old Irish setter with severe aortic stenosis. A post-stenotic 
dilation of aortic arch is seen (arrow). Ao—aorta, RV—right ventricle, and LV—left ventricle.

Figure 10. 
A right lateral thoracic radiograph of the same dog as in Figure 9, showing a post-stenotic dilation of aortic 
arch (arrow). DV—right ventricle and LA—left atrium.
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endocarditis exists, and antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended for dogs and cats 
with aortic stenosis [52].

Balloon valvuloplasty, although with an average 50% reduction in PG after bal-
looning, has not proved to be a long-term solution, because in most dogs restenosis 
occured [53]; however, in some cases, it may reduce clinical signs [54].

No clear benefit in survival times was seen for dogs that underwent balloon 
valvuloplasty versus dogs that were treated with atenolol [55].

A new technique with a high-pressure ballooning or a cutting balloon might 
represent an opportunity for better outcome for dogs with AS/SAS, but to date we 
have no long-term results [56]. Moreover, aortoseptal angle >160° was associated 
with better long-term outcomes of treated dogs with cutting and high-pressure 
balloon [57, 58]. Authors and also others recommend saving patients with moderate 
and severe AS/SAS against strenuous exercise. Administration of beta-blockers can 
decrease heart rate, prolong diastole and coronary filling, thereby reducing myocar-
dial hypoxia and protect against arrhythmia. Dogs do clinically well on beta-block-
ers; however, a study proved no benefit in terms of survival versus untreated dogs 
with severe SAS [59]. There is no literature on evaluation of other medical treatment.

Surgical options such as closed transventricular valvotomy or open-heart sur-
gery can present an option for dogs with symptomatic or severe AS/SAS; however, 
also these techniques did not provide long-term benefits or prevent sudden death. 
Additionally, they are not widely available, and they are risky and costly [60–63]. 
Hopefully, this might change in the future with the development of minimally 
invasive techniques and their availability in veterinary medicine.

12. Genetic aspects of aortic stenosis

Comparison of mixed and pure-breed dog populations showed a tendency 
toward higher incidence of AS in pure-breed dog populations [64]. Among pure-
breed dogs, the incidence of AS is increased in herding, working, sporting, mastiff-
like, and retriever breeds. The fact that the higher incidence of AS is associated 
with the increase of inbreeding coefficient in the population supports the sugges-
tion that AS has a genetic component. Online Mendelian Inheritance in Animals 
(OMIA) database also reports AS in dog as heritable disorder with unclear mode of 
inheritance [65].

12.1 Evidence for genetic background

Genetic background of AS has been studied in several dog breeds with the aim 
to decipher its mode of inheritance and causal mutation for it. In the Dogue de 
Bordeaux, association of AS with several physiological parameters as left-basilar 
ejection murmur, increased aortic ejection velocity, smaller aortic annulus and 
decreased aortoseptal angle was discovered and genetic predisposition for AS in 
Dogue de Bordeaux has been proposed [28]. Familial nature of subvalvular aortic 
stenosis (SAS) was discovered in Golden retrievers [66] based on pedigree data, 
where SAS has been observed in several subsequent generations. Although a bit 
controversial, the most complete data about the genetic base of AS are available for 
Newfoundland dogs. In the study performed by Reist-Marti [67], an extensive pedi-
gree data set comprising more than 230,000 Newfoundland dogs from European 
and North American population reaching back to the 19th century has been inves-
tigated. Similar to the situation in Golden retrievers, the autosomal inheritance was 
proposed. In addition, statistically significant association between the inbreeding 
level and incidence of SAS was also found. However, the most precise information 
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about the putative molecular background of AS in Newfoundland dogs was dis-
covered by Stern et al. [68]. The authors propose that a three-nucleotide insertion 
in the genomic region, coding for phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly 
protein (PICalM) is associated with the appearance of AS. The pedigree evaluation, 
similarly as in Newfoundland dogs, supported an autosomal dominant mode of 
inheritance. The authors demonstrated the presence of PICalM in the canine myo-
cardium and in the area of the subvalvular ridge immunohistochemically, which is 
supporting the assumption that PICaIM has a role in development of AS.

In Boxers, AS seems to have a genetic background too; however, the causal locus 
(loci) has not been identified yet. The higher risk for AS in Boxers might be associ-
ated with some breed-specific conformational traits, like small aortic annulus and 
steep aortoseptal angle [69]. The incomplete penetrance of modifier genes together 
with autosomal dominant mode of inheritance may be the expected genetic base for 
AS in Boxers [32].

12.2 Genetic diagnostics

Due to the rapid development of genome analysis in all species, several novel 
approaches are available also in dog genetics. From the genetic point of view, dog 
breeds represent a very special taxonomic group, characterized by extremely long 
regions of linkage disequilibrium (LD) compared to other species. This enables a 
very effective identification of causal genomic regions associated with monogenic 
genetic disorders using relatively small groups of animals in case versus control 
format of studies. The most frequently used strategy in this context is genome-wide 
association studies (GWAS), which can precisely map location of candidate genes in 
the genome. The candidate gene regions are then further screened for polymorphic 
sites using the targeted sequencing strategy in order to find causal mutation for 
genetic disorder (Figure 11). However, complex traits, where a larger number of 
loci are involved in phenotype shaping, represent a much more difficult task and 
normally require a larger number of individuals for genetic studies.

12.3 Advices for breeding in the future

The number of registered inherited disorders in dogs is permanently growing 
(over 400 disorders), and in many dog breeds, the point is reached where for the 

Figure 11. 
Summary of development and application of genetic markers for diagnosis of hereditary diseases.
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successful breeding against spreading genetic disorders within the breed requires 
new strategies in combination with currently available breeding schemes. The 
widespread use of a popular sire caused the overrepresentation of genomes of a low 
number of sires in many breeds. As a consequence, the effective population size 
reduced drastically and the risk for rapid dissemination of monogenic disorders 
within the population increased significantly. The accessibility of reliable genetic 
tests for detection of carriers of recessive disease-associated alleles represents an 
important tool for reduction or even elimination of genetic disorders from pure-
breed populations. Increasing the number of breeding animals (especially males), 
controlled introgression of genetic material into closed pure-breed populations, 
and application of advanced breeding strategies are measures, which will help the 
breeders to keep genetic pools of different dog breeds healthy.

13. Future perspectives and conclusions

Aortic/subaortic stenosis has a guarded prognosis if moderate to severe; how-
ever, efforts have been made in several aspects to fight the disease. First, screening 
programs have lowered the incidence of the disease (Bussadori 2006, personal 
unpublished data), and secondly, interventional methods have advanced and might 
give better prognosis for severely affected dogs; on the other hand, there is still 
room for surgical methods to take place in veterinary medicine and be more read-
ily available. The genetic background for aortic stenosis is not completely known; 
however, several mutations, associated with the disease in different breeds, allow 
development of strategies for genetic screening which would reduce the risk for the 
disease in pure-breed dogs.
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Abstract

Hemodynamic classifications of aortic valve stenosis (AS) have important 
prognostic implications. In normal flow state, severe AS is defined as peak aortic 
velocity ≥ 4.0 m/s, mean transaortic gradient (MG) ≥ 40 mmHg, and aortic valve 
area (AVA) < 1.0 cm2. However, numerous studies have shown that severe AS 
(based on AVA < 1.0 cm2) with low gradient (MG < 40 mmHg) is prevalent due 
to low flow state, in the setting of reduced and preserved left ventricular ejection 
fraction (LVEF). Thus, the hemodynamic classifications of AS with AVA < 1.0 
cm2 were expanded to include the transvalvular flow state and pressure gradients. 
These flow-gradient patterns include normal flow/very high gradient, normal 
flow/high gradient, low flow/high gradient, low flow/low gradient with reduced 
LVEF, low flow/low gradient with preserved LVEF, and normal flow/low gradi-
ent. Among these, the low-gradient AS subgroups are challenging, particularly 
to differentiate true-severe AS (where aortic valve replacement is necessary) and 
pseudo-severe AS (where conservative management is recommended). Additional 
diagnostic studies such as dobutamine stress echocardiography and/or cardiac 
computed tomography, as well as other parameters such as projected AVA and/
or valvuloarterial impedance may be helpful. This chapter will review diagnostic 
approaches and prognostic implications of different AS subtypes.

Keywords: aortic stenosis, classification, echocardiography, hemodynamics,  
low flow, prognosis

1. Introduction

Aortic valve stenosis (AS) is the most common valvular heart disease in developed 
countries. When symptomatic, AS is known to have significant morbidity and mortal-
ity. While the prevalence of AS is expected to rise with the aging population, there is no 
pharmacological treatment option to prevent its progression at this time [1, 2]. Aortic 
valve replacement (AVR) is the only treatment demonstrated to improve survival and 
symptoms [3, 4]. Therefore, in the management of patients with AS, it is essential to 
accurately diagnose the disease severity and determine the proper timing of surgical 
referral. According to the ACC/AHA guidelines, AVR is class I indication for patients 
with symptomatic severe AS with high transaortic mean gradient (MG) ≥ 40 mmHg 
and left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (LVEF) < 50% and/or who are undergoing 
another surgery [5]. Over the past decade, challenges due to discrepancies with grading 
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AS severity and the necessity of integrating the valve gradient with flow patterns 
were recognized when a significant subset of patients were found to have small AVAs 
suggestive of severe AS with lower gradients despite preserved LVEF [6]. As a result, 
under the umbrella of severe AS (based on AVA < 1.0 cm2), a new hemodynamic 
classification of AS was proposed which can be categorized into six subgroups based 
on LV flow state [normal flow (NF) vs. low flow (LF)] and pressure gradient [very 
high gradient (VHG) vs. high gradient (HG) vs. low gradient (LG)]. These six flow-
gradient patterns (NF/VHG, NF/HG, LF/HG, LF/LG with reduced LVEF, LF/LG with 
preserved LVEF, and normal NF/LG) have shown to represent distinct pathophysi-
ologic types of severe AS with different clinical outcomes (see Table 1).

2. Natural history of AS

AS is a progressive valvular heart disease with gradual valvular narrowing 
resulting in LV outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction over time. Degenerative calcific 
AS is the most common type of this disease process and predominantly affects the 
elderly. With this condition, there is a long latent period during which the patient is 
asymptomatic although there is progression of obstructive physiology at the aortic 
valve and LV pressure overload. Survival in asymptomatic patients undergoing con-
servative management with watchful waiting is not statistically different from age- 
and gender-matched controls [7]. However, once symptoms of angina, syncope, or 
heart failure develop, there is a very rapid decline. Patients with AS who develop 
angina have a 5-year survival, syncope 3-year survival, and heart failure, the most 
ominous of all, 2-year survival (see Figure 1) [8, 9]. Thus, when symptoms are 
corroborated by established echocardiographic criteria for severe AS, some form 
of intervention is required because these individuals only have a 3-year survival of 
about 25%. In severe asymptomatic AS, the rate of symptom onset is higher when 
significant calcification of the aortic valve is present and in older patients [7]. Other 
factors demonstrated to predict symptom onset and surgical outcome include brain 
natriuretic peptide (BNP) [10]. While the risk of sudden death is a major concern in 
patients with asymptomatic AS undergoing conservative management, numerous 
studies have shown that the risk is very low, <1% per year [7, 11, 12].

Over the years, there has been marked decrease in the operative risk of 
AS. Furthermore, while prior studies have shown rather benign prognosis of 
asymptomatic severe AS patients, suggesting that delay in surgery can be safe until 
the development of symptoms, there is controversy as to the optimal timing of AVR 

Table 1. 
Hemodynamic classification of severe aortic stenosis (AVA < 1.0 cm2).
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and whether elective or early intervention during the asymptomatic stage might be 
better long term. At present, the surgical mortality for AVR is <2% for severe AS 
in patients with New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class I or II heart 
failure, whereas this risk is significantly higher with class III or IV [13]. Thus, even 
though the patient may be asymptomatic, AS severity can progress and cause LV 
dysfunction during the conservative management period and significantly increase 
the surgical risk [14]. Furthermore, there is concern regarding the development of 
significant LV myocardial hypertrophy and irreversible myocardial fibrosis due to 
pressure overload which may result in persistent postoperative diastolic dysfunction 
and heart failure, even if AVR is successful [15, 16]. However, a general recommen-
dation cannot be made at this time due to insufficient evidence to justify the benefit 
of AVR in asymptomatic patients to outweigh the risks of surgery and complica-
tions related to prosthesis long-term. However, those patients who may benefit from 
early surgical intervention should be identified through risk stratification [17]. 
Over the past decade, transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) has emerged 
as an alternative treatment strategy for symptomatic severe AS patients who are not 
suitable or prohibitive for surgical AVR (SAVR) [18, 19] or at high risk for surgery 
[20, 21]. This technology then expanded to benefit patients with intermediate 
operative risk, where TAVR using a self-expanding prosthesis was noninferior to 
SAVR at 24 months follow-up [22]. More recently, TAVR using a balloon-expandable 
SAPIEN 3 system in low-risk patients was shown to be superior to SAVR based on 
a composite of death, stroke, and rehospitalization at 1-year follow-up, despite 
excellent surgical results [23]. Long-term follow-up studies are underway to help 
determine the true therapeutic impact of TAVR vs. SAVR.

3. Severe AS: definition and rate of hemodynamic progression

AS severity quantitation is based on the degree of LVOT obstruction caused by 
progressive narrowing of the aortic valve orifice. Echocardiography with Doppler 
evaluation is the main modality for diagnosing AS. Traditionally, hemodynamic 
severity of AS has been described based on peak aortic jet velocity (Vmax), MG, 
and AVA. According to the 2014 ACC/AHA guidelines, severe AS is defined as 
Vmax ≥ 4.0 m/s, MG ≥ 40 mmHg, and AVA < 1.0 cm2 [24]. The rate of hemodynamic 

Figure 1. 
Natural history of aortic stenosis. A long, latent, asymptomatic period is present followed by a very rapid decline 
in survival with the onset of symptoms of angina, syncope, and/or heart failure in severe AS patients [8].
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progression in AS is highly variable. The average rate of progression was reported 
as increase in Vmax by 0.3 m/s/year and MG by 7 mmHg/year and decrease in AVA 
by 0.1 cm2/year [11]. Studies have shown that the strongest predictors of outcomes 
in AS were severity of the aortic valve obstruction. During a follow-up period 
of 2 years, progression of symptoms requiring AVR was about 80% for patients 
with Vmax > 4.0 m/s vs. 35% with Vmax of 3.0–4.0 m/s and 15% for patients with 
Vmax < 3.0 m/s. MG and AVA, other parameters of stenosis severity, were also strong 
predictors of patient outcomes [25].

4. Discrepancies with echocardiographic criteria for grading AS

Echocardiography is the current standard modality for evaluating AS severity. 
However, challenges due to inconsistencies between measurements of the MG and 
the calculated AVA in patients with normal systolic function were noted (see Figure 2). 
This finding was attributed primarily to differences in stroke volume and flow  
across the aortic valve. While it seems possible that discrepancies can occur when 
the cardiac output is low from reduced LVEF, inconsistent measurements in patients 
with preserved LVEF were observed. Another potential explanation for the discrep-
ancies was that effective valve area derived by Doppler echocardiography is often 
smaller than the anatomic valve area measured during cardiac catheterization or by 
planimetry or at autopsy. So while the initial guidelines for determining AS severity 
were based on invasive measurements (reflecting the anatomic valve area), echo-
cardiographic Doppler measurements are currently used to make clinical decisions 
for AS patients still based on the original anatomic valve area criteria. Thus, based 
on AVA, it is possible that more patients may be categorized as having severe AS 

Figure 2. 
Comparison of AVA vs. MG in AS patients with preserved LVEF. The predicted values from the Gorlin 
equation and the fitted curve of the study cohort are shown. The quadrants depict severe AS cutoff points based 
on the guidelines, and the percentages represent patients per quadrant. Thirty percent of the severe AS patients 
were diagnosed based on AVA, but not by MG [26].
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relative to the peak flow velocity and MG. Therefore, some authors have suggested 
that AVA cutoff value for severe AS be changed to 0.8 cm2 [26].

There are other potential etiologies of discrepant AVA and MG measurements in the 
setting of preserved LVEF which also need to be taken into consideration. First, techni-
cal errors need to be excluded. For example, LVOT diameter measurement may be 
inaccurate, and/or LVOT velocity time integral may be underestimated due to misplace-
ment of the pulsed wave Doppler sample in the LVOT, leading to the underestimation of 
the stroke volume and the AVA. Second, patients with small body habitus and small LV 
dimensions could have lower stroke volume and lower transaortic gradient. Therefore, 
additional diagnostic studies such as dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE), 
calcium scoring using multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT), and/or BNP 
may be necessary to corroborate AS severity and guide management strategy.

5. Hemodynamic classifications of AS

In patients with AVA < 1 cm2, there are six flow-gradient patterns: NF/VHG, 
NF/HG, LF/HG, LF/LG with reduced LVEF, LF/LG with preserved LVEF, and NF/
LG. VHG is defined as MG ≥ 60 mmHg, and HG is defined as MG ≥ 40 mmHg; 
stroke volume index (SVI) of normal flow is ≥35 ml/m2. Low flow is defined 
as SVI < 35 ml/m2. Low gradient is defined as MG < 40 mmHg. LF/LG AS with 
reduced LVEF is present when the gradient is low, the flow is low, and the LVEF is 
abnormal (<50%). LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF is present when the gradient is 
low and the flow is low but the LVEF is normal (>50%) (see Table 1).

5.1 High-gradient AS

Severe VHG AS (Vmax ≥ 5.0 m/s) has significantly worse prognosis than severe 
HG AS (Vmax ≥ 4.0 m/s) [3], so we acknowledge VHG AS as a separate entity from 
HG AS. However, most studies assessing AS severity using the new classification 
system combined NF/VHG and NF/HG as one entity under the subgroup of NF/
HG. Thus, we will characterize these two groups together and highlight some of the 
relevant findings for VHG AS.

5.1.1 Normal flow/very high gradient or high gradient

NF/VHG AS pattern is defined as AVA < 1.0 cm2, MG ≥ 60 mmHg, Vmax ≥ 5.0 m/s, 
and LVEF ≥ 50% with SVI ≥ 35 ml/m2. NF/HG AS is defined as MG ≥ 40 mmHg and 
Vmax ≥ 4 m/s with the same criteria for AVA, LVEF, and SVI as NF/VHG. Patients 
with these two flow-gradient patterns are the most prevalent (up to 70%) of all the 
AS groups. These patients tend to have more severe valvular stenosis suggesting more 
prolonged exposure to the progressive disease process. Compared with the NF/LG 
group, there is preservation of LV longitudinal function. However, these patients have 
higher BNP level and lower cardiac-event free survival [27].

When evaluating AS severity, Vmax is an important parameter which closely 
correlates with outcome. One study assessing the outcome of asymptomatic patients 
with very severe AS found that the higher the velocity, the lower the event-free 
survival with most patients experiencing some event within 3 years (see Figure 3). 
Patients with Vmax ≥ 5 m/s were symptomatic at presentation. Furthermore, 
asymptomatic patients with Vmax ≥ 5.5 m/s were highly likely to develop rapid onset 
of symptoms [3]. A landmark study evaluating the rate of hemodynamic progres-
sion and predictors of outcome in asymptomatic AS patients demonstrated that 
when Vmax exceeds 4 m/s, virtually all patients become symptomatic in 5 years. 
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prolonged exposure to the progressive disease process. Compared with the NF/LG 
group, there is preservation of LV longitudinal function. However, these patients have 
higher BNP level and lower cardiac-event free survival [27].

When evaluating AS severity, Vmax is an important parameter which closely 
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with very severe AS found that the higher the velocity, the lower the event-free 
survival with most patients experiencing some event within 3 years (see Figure 3). 
Patients with Vmax ≥ 5 m/s were symptomatic at presentation. Furthermore, 
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The velocity traditionally reflects the chronicity of the degenerative process. Vmax 
between 3 and 4 m/s were also found to be not benign, and only 20% of patients 
remained asymptomatic over 5 years. Only when Vmax was <3 m/s, there was an 85% 
chance that the patient will remain asymptomatic for 5 years [11] (see Figure 4).

MG is another well-recognized parameter for defining AS severity. One study 
assessed the prognostic impact of MG on all-cause mortality in severe AS with 
preserved LVEF. They found that MG > 60 mmHg at baseline was associated with 
greater risk of all-cause mortality than lower values, thereby justifying a separate 
hemodynamic classification. The higher MG also reflected the chronicity of the 
disease process [28] (see Figure 5).

AVA < 1.0 cm2 also correlated with poor outcome compared to moderate or 
mild categories. More severe AVAs carried worse prognosis, and like Vmax and MG, 
they reflected disease chronicity. While the rate of progression is highly variable, 
the often quoted number is 0.1 cm2/year [29] (see Figure 6). However, when Vmax 
was high or very high (4–6 m/s), there was no significant difference in the outcome 
based on the calculated AVA [3].

According to the current ACC/AHA guidelines, symptomatic NF/HG and NF/
VHG severe AS patients have a class I indication for AVR. When asymptomatic, 
these AS subgroups are recommended to undergo further risk stratification.

5.1.2 Low flow/high gradient

This pattern of AS is defined as AVA < 1.0 cm2, MG ≥ 40 mmHg, and 
LVEF ≥ 50% with SVI < 35 ml/m2. The prevalence of this AS subtype is much less 
(8%) [30]. These patients have LV remodeling with reduced longitudinal function 
despite preserved LVEF. As a consequence, LV output is reduced with resultant 
lower than expected MG. LF/HG AS patients have shown to have high BNP, and 
their prognosis is similar or worse than those with NL/HG AS. When symptomatic, 
these patients have better survival with AVR [27, 31].

Figure 3. 
Event-free survival with very severe AS. Kaplan-Meier estimates demonstrate that maximum aortic jet velocity 
closely correlates with outcome, with higher the velocity, the lower the event-free survival [3].
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5.2 Low-gradient AS

Three types of low-gradient severe AS have been described based on the LVEF 
and the flow state. LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF (<50%) is present when there 
is LV systolic dysfunction with reduced stroke volume in the setting of severe AS 
which results in decreased transvalvular velocity/gradient. If the LVEF is normal 
(≥50%), the stroke volume index (SVI) helps determine the presence of LF/LG 
AS with preserved LVEF (if the SVI is low, <35 ml/m2) or NF/LG AS (if the SVI is 
normal, ≥35% ml/m2) [32] (see Table 2).

5.2.1 Low flow/low gradient with reduced LVEF

This AS subtype, also known as “classical” LF/LG AS, is defined as 
AVA < 1.0 cm2, MG < 40 mmHg, SVI < 35 ml/m2, and LVEF < 50%. LF/LG AS with 

Figure 4. 
Effect of Vmax on outcomes in asymptomatic AS. Cox regression analysis demonstrating event-free survival in 
asymptomatic AS patients categorized by initial peak aortic jet velocity [11].

Figure 5. 
Impact of MG on outcomes in severe AS. Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival based on MG [28].
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reduced LVEF accounts for about 5–10% of the AS population [33, 34] and has the 
worst outcome among all the AS categories [30, 33, 34]. The low flow state is usu-
ally associated with LV systolic dysfunction either from pressure overload due to the 
underlying severe AS or cardiomyopathy of another etiology.

In order to differentiate true-severe AS from pseudo-severe AS, low-dose 
DSE is the initial recommended study to determine whether there is normal 
flow reserve (an increase in stroke volume of >20%) or diminished flow reserve 
(see Figure 7).  Patients with normal flow reserve may have true-severe AS 
(MG ≥ 40 mmHg with AVA < 1.0 cm2 at any stage of DSE) which requires AVR 
or pseudo-severe AS (MG < 40 mmHg with AVA > 1.0 cm2) where medical ther-
apy is recommended [32, 35]. In patients where the increase in stroke volume 
with DSE is <20% but >15% and MG is <40 mmHg, the definitive diagnosis of 
AS severity may remain questionable. In this case, the projected AVA calculation 
using normal flow rate may be beneficial where a value <1.0 cm2 is suggestive 
of true-severe AS [36] (see (Eq. (1)). However, if the stroke volume increase is 
<15%, further evaluation beyond DSE is often required, and calcium quantifica-
tion of the aortic valve using MDCT is helpful in confirming the AS severity. 
The cutoff values for true-severe AS is >1200 AU in women and >2000 AU in 
men [37, 38].

Figure 6. 
(A) Adjusted event-free survival based on AVA. (B) Cumulative hazard of death based on AVA [29].
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Valvuloarterial impedance (Zva) is an index to evaluate global LV hemodynamic 
load using Doppler echocardiography (see Eq. (2)). Zva > 5 has been shown to 
predict adverse outcomes in patients with AS and LV dysfunction. Since AS is a 
disease of the elderly, in addition to valvular stenosis, vascular stiffness due to vari-
ous factors including age and hypertension may be present. As a result, the LV may 
be subject to a double afterload, known as global LV afterload or Zva. In general, 
higher Zva is associated with worse outcome. However, since Zva is a flow-depen-
dent parameter, this index may be less reliable in low flow states since small changes 
in stroke volume can produce large changes in Zva [39].

Table 2. 
Subclassification of low gradient AS.

Figure 7. 
Algorithm for diagnosing LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF. AS, aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve area; MG, 
mean gradient; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; SV, stroke volume; AV, aortic valve; MDCT, multi-
detector computed tomography.
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Valvuloarterial impedance (Zva) is an index to evaluate global LV hemodynamic 
load using Doppler echocardiography (see Eq. (2)). Zva > 5 has been shown to 
predict adverse outcomes in patients with AS and LV dysfunction. Since AS is a 
disease of the elderly, in addition to valvular stenosis, vascular stiffness due to vari-
ous factors including age and hypertension may be present. As a result, the LV may 
be subject to a double afterload, known as global LV afterload or Zva. In general, 
higher Zva is associated with worse outcome. However, since Zva is a flow-depen-
dent parameter, this index may be less reliable in low flow states since small changes 
in stroke volume can produce large changes in Zva [39].

Table 2. 
Subclassification of low gradient AS.

Figure 7. 
Algorithm for diagnosing LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF. AS, aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve area; MG, 
mean gradient; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; SV, stroke volume; AV, aortic valve; MDCT, multi-
detector computed tomography.
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Two-dimensional and three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography 
may also be beneficial for confirming AS severity via direct visualization of the 
aortic valve anatomy and physiology.

In general, LF/LG AS has the worst prognosis compared to the other catego-
ries in part because the severity of AS is often under-recognized and surgical 
treatment is delayed. Patients with LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF have higher 
adverse event rates and mortality than LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF. The 
operative risk is also high in this AS subgroup. However, AVR has shown to 
have significant survival benefit compared to patients undergoing conservative 
management [40]. Furthermore, TAVR in LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF has 
demonstrated to have significant survival benefit compared with standard medi-
cal therapy in patients who are not suitable for surgery and similar outcomes 
compared with SAVR for patients at high surgical risk [41]. According to the 
ACC/AHA guidelines, true-severe LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF has a class IIa 
indication for AVR [42] (see Table 3).

5.2.2 Low flow/low gradient with preserved LVEF

LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF, also described as “paradoxical” LF/LG AS, is 
defined as AVA < 1.0 cm2, AVA indexed < 0.6 cm2/m2, MG < 40 mmHg, SVI < 35 ml/m2, 
and LVEF ≥ 50%. This AS pattern has generated much controversy among investiga-
tors. Studies have reported that low flow state is present in about 30% of AS patients 
with normal LVEF [31, 43–46]. This AS subgroup accounts for about 15–35% of the 
symptomatic and 5–10% of the asymptomatic AS patients [30]. The classic character-
istics described with this AS subtype are small LV cavity size with marked concentric 
hypertrophy, myocardial fibrosis, restrictive diastolic physiology, reduced LV lon-
gitudinal systolic function, and increased global LV afterload resulting in reduced 
SVI and worse outcome [6, 31, 47]. Other factors associated with this pattern include 
women, older age, systemic and/or pulmonary hypertension, atrial fibrillation, mitral 
regurgitation, and right ventricular dysfunction [27, 46]. Some studies have shown that 
these patients have one of the worst prognoses as the disease severity is often under-
recognized and surgery is delayed. This pattern has shown to have better outcomes than 
LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF but worse outcomes than moderate AS, HG AS, and NF/
LG AS [31, 41, 48]. The likelihood of remaining alive in 3 years without AVR has been 
reported about five fold lower than normal flow state [43].

Table 3. 
Recommendations for aortic valve replacement in LF/LG AS.
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When evaluating patients with this AS entity, it is essential to first exclude 
potential technical errors which may affect the gradient, stroke volume, and AVA 
measurements. Next, an integrated approach assessing the different criteria to 
support severe AS needs to be evaluated. These parameters include clinical charac-
teristics such as physical examination suggestive of severe AS, patient symptoms, 
and the presence of hypertension. Potential etiologies of low flow state need to be 
considered. Qualitative imaging analyses such as the presence of left ventricular 
hypertrophy and LV strain measurements should also be assessed. Once LF/LG AS 
with preserved LVEF status is confirmed, quantitation of aortic valve calcification 
using MDCT may be helpful in differentiating true-severe vs. pseudo-severe AS 
[35, 49] (see Figure 8). One small study showed that low-dose DSE may be useful in 
confirming the diagnosis with this entity [50].

According to the ACC/AHA guidelines, LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF has a 
class IIa indication for AVR, if clinical, anatomic, and hemodynamic data support 
that the patient’s symptom is from the obstructive pathophysiology of the aortic 
valve [42] (see Table 3). One randomized trial data showed significant survival 
benefit after TAVR compared to standard medical treatment or similar clinical 
outcomes vs. SAVR [41]. In patients with greater degree of LV myocardial fibrosis, 
more advanced stage of diastolic dysfunction and low SVI demonstrated worse 
outcomes after TAVR [51, 52].

In contrast to the findings described above, some other investigators have 
shown differing results for this AS entity. In one prospective study with a large 
number of patients with asymptomatic AS, there was no difference between the 
moderate stenosis and the low-gradient “severe” AS groups in terms of valve-
associated events, major cardiovascular events, or cardiac death, even when 
the groups were subcategorized into low flow and normal flow states [53]. 

Figure 8. 
Algorithm for diagnosing LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF. LF, low flow; LG, low gradient; AS, aortic stenosis; 
AVA, aortic valve area; MG, mean gradient; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; SVI, stroke volume 
index; AV, aortic valve; MDCT, multi-detector computed tomography.
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When evaluating patients with this AS entity, it is essential to first exclude 
potential technical errors which may affect the gradient, stroke volume, and AVA 
measurements. Next, an integrated approach assessing the different criteria to 
support severe AS needs to be evaluated. These parameters include clinical charac-
teristics such as physical examination suggestive of severe AS, patient symptoms, 
and the presence of hypertension. Potential etiologies of low flow state need to be 
considered. Qualitative imaging analyses such as the presence of left ventricular 
hypertrophy and LV strain measurements should also be assessed. Once LF/LG AS 
with preserved LVEF status is confirmed, quantitation of aortic valve calcification 
using MDCT may be helpful in differentiating true-severe vs. pseudo-severe AS 
[35, 49] (see Figure 8). One small study showed that low-dose DSE may be useful in 
confirming the diagnosis with this entity [50].

According to the ACC/AHA guidelines, LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF has a 
class IIa indication for AVR, if clinical, anatomic, and hemodynamic data support 
that the patient’s symptom is from the obstructive pathophysiology of the aortic 
valve [42] (see Table 3). One randomized trial data showed significant survival 
benefit after TAVR compared to standard medical treatment or similar clinical 
outcomes vs. SAVR [41]. In patients with greater degree of LV myocardial fibrosis, 
more advanced stage of diastolic dysfunction and low SVI demonstrated worse 
outcomes after TAVR [51, 52].

In contrast to the findings described above, some other investigators have 
shown differing results for this AS entity. In one prospective study with a large 
number of patients with asymptomatic AS, there was no difference between the 
moderate stenosis and the low-gradient “severe” AS groups in terms of valve-
associated events, major cardiovascular events, or cardiac death, even when 
the groups were subcategorized into low flow and normal flow states [53]. 

Figure 8. 
Algorithm for diagnosing LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF. LF, low flow; LG, low gradient; AS, aortic stenosis; 
AVA, aortic valve area; MG, mean gradient; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; SVI, stroke volume 
index; AV, aortic valve; MDCT, multi-detector computed tomography.
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Another large study demonstrated that patients with LF/LG AS with preserved 
LVEF had better spontaneous survival than the patients with HG severe AS, 
and the results are unaffected by flow states. Furthermore, the patients with 
LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF progressed to develop HG AS over time, and in 
all patients who showed a reduction in transvalvular gradients over time, this 
decrease was associated with reduction in LVEF [54]. Another study showed 
that patients with severe LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF had similar outcomes 
as patients with mild to moderate AS, and there was no significant benefit of 
AVR in this group [55]. However, a comparison of two studies by Hachicha 
et al. [31] and Jander et al. [53] showed that there were some differences 
between the study group findings which may, at least in part, have contributed 
to the differing outcomes. Some investigators have proposed for reducing the 
AVA cutoff value for severe AS closer to ≤0.8 cm2 to avoid overestimation of AS 
severity [56].

5.2.3 Normal flow/low gradient

This AS pattern is defined as AVA < 1.0 cm2, AVA indexed < 0.6 cm2, 
MG < 40 mmHg, and LVEF ≥ 50% with SVI ≥ 35 ml/m2. NF/LG AS has shown 
to be present in about one third of AS patients [30], and some studies have 
suggested that this AS pattern may be due to marked reduction in transaortic 
gradient from systemic hypertension and decreased aortic compliance [57, 
58]. Patients with NL/LG AS are reported to have less severe disease than the 
other AS categories with lower BNP and preserved LV longitudinal function 
[35]. In terms of diagnosis, technical measurement errors need to be excluded, 
and aortic valve calcium scoring using MDCT may be beneficial to further 
determine the AS severity [38]. According to the 2017 European Association 
of Cardiovascular Imaging and the American Society of Echocardiography 
Recommendations, however, this entity is considered to be due to measurement 
errors or the consequence of inconsistent cutoff values for transaortic velocity/
gradient and AVA [35]. Some studies have supported this thought as patients 
in the NF/LG AS subgroup demonstrated the same outcome as patients with 
moderate AS [59].

There are no particular recommendations for this subgroup in the current guide-
lines, and AVR should only be considered in symptomatic patients with confirmed 
severe AS. One study showed survival benefit in these patients [43], while another 
study showed no difference in survival in patients who underwent early AVR 
compared to conservative management [60].

Projected AVA calculation

  Projected AVA = AVArest +  (   ∆ AVA ___________ ∆ Q   )  ∗  (250 − Qrest)   

  ∆ AVA = AVA peak  − AVA rest  = Change in AVA at rest and at peak DSE  

  ∆ Q = Q peak  − Q rest  = Change in Q at rest and at peak DSE  (1)

Projected AVA at a normal flow rate (250 ml/s) <1.0 cm2 suggests severe AS.
AVArest, aortic valve area at rest; DSE, dobutamine stress echocardiography; 

AVApeak, aortic valve area at peak; Qrest, stroke volume at rest; Qpeak, stroke 
volume at peak DSE.
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Valvuloarterial impedance calculation

  Zva =   Systemic Arterial Pressure + Mean Pressure Gradient    ________________________________________   Stroke Volume Index    

                        Zva = Valvuloarterial Impedence                                                         (2)

6. Conclusions

The different hemodynamic categories of severe AS have shown to have varying 
clinical outcomes. Low flow state has exhibited the worst prognosis due to intrinsic 
myocardial dysfunction and/or under-recognition of the disease severity resulting 
in inappropriate delay in AVR. Low-gradient AS with low flow state is of particular 
challenge for clinical decision-making, especially when differentiating true-severe 
AS (where AVR may be beneficial) vs. pseudo-severe AS (where conservative medi-
cal management is appropriate). In LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF, DSE is beneficial 
for the confirmation of AS severity and risk stratification. In the setting of partial 
or no flow reserve, projected AVA and/or calcium scoring with MDCT may be 
useful to guide management. LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF is an entity where 
the natural history and the pathophysiology are not well understood. There has 
been much controversy and differing schools of thought around this AS subgroup. 
Numerous studies have shown that LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF is associated 
with poor prognosis, and therefore, careful evaluation and identification of these 
patients are necessary to ensure proper management. Calcium quantification using 
MDCT has shown to be the preferred technique for confirming AS severity with this 
subgroup. However, other investigators have reported that this AS entity represents 
moderate AS with no significant difference in outcomes between the groups. These 
discrepant findings may be resolved based on more randomized studies with large 
cohorts and with the application of more advanced diagnostic imaging techniques 
capable of overcoming the limitations of the currently available technology to better 
assess AS severity. In symptomatic high-gradient severe AS, regardless of the flow 
state, AVR is the only treatment option that has demonstrated to improve symptoms 
and survival. In asymptomatic high-gradient severe AS, regardless of the flow state, 
the current guidelines recommend watchful waiting and conservative management, 
although controversy exists about the optimal timing of intervention.

Over the years, the operative risk for SAVR for severe AS has significantly 
decreased, and TAVR has emerged as a promising alternative treatment for these 
patients with different operative risk profiles—high, intermediate, and more 
recently low risk. Recent data have supported that TAVR is superior or noninferior 
to SAVR in the treatment of severe AS and long-term follow-up assessment will 
better validate the true comparison between the two approaches and determine 
the optimal treatment strategy. As the TAVR technology continues to advance, the 
next generations of bioprostheses will be introduced which may further improve 
outcomes. Therefore, it is vital to accurately diagnose AS severity and identify those 
individuals who may benefit from AVR in a timely manner to optimize patient care 
and clinical outcomes.
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et al. [31] and Jander et al. [53] showed that there were some differences 
between the study group findings which may, at least in part, have contributed 
to the differing outcomes. Some investigators have proposed for reducing the 
AVA cutoff value for severe AS closer to ≤0.8 cm2 to avoid overestimation of AS 
severity [56].

5.2.3 Normal flow/low gradient

This AS pattern is defined as AVA < 1.0 cm2, AVA indexed < 0.6 cm2, 
MG < 40 mmHg, and LVEF ≥ 50% with SVI ≥ 35 ml/m2. NF/LG AS has shown 
to be present in about one third of AS patients [30], and some studies have 
suggested that this AS pattern may be due to marked reduction in transaortic 
gradient from systemic hypertension and decreased aortic compliance [57, 
58]. Patients with NL/LG AS are reported to have less severe disease than the 
other AS categories with lower BNP and preserved LV longitudinal function 
[35]. In terms of diagnosis, technical measurement errors need to be excluded, 
and aortic valve calcium scoring using MDCT may be beneficial to further 
determine the AS severity [38]. According to the 2017 European Association 
of Cardiovascular Imaging and the American Society of Echocardiography 
Recommendations, however, this entity is considered to be due to measurement 
errors or the consequence of inconsistent cutoff values for transaortic velocity/
gradient and AVA [35]. Some studies have supported this thought as patients 
in the NF/LG AS subgroup demonstrated the same outcome as patients with 
moderate AS [59].

There are no particular recommendations for this subgroup in the current guide-
lines, and AVR should only be considered in symptomatic patients with confirmed 
severe AS. One study showed survival benefit in these patients [43], while another 
study showed no difference in survival in patients who underwent early AVR 
compared to conservative management [60].

Projected AVA calculation

  Projected AVA = AVArest +  (   ∆ AVA ___________ ∆ Q   )  ∗  (250 − Qrest)   

  ∆ AVA = AVA peak  − AVA rest  = Change in AVA at rest and at peak DSE  

  ∆ Q = Q peak  − Q rest  = Change in Q at rest and at peak DSE  (1)

Projected AVA at a normal flow rate (250 ml/s) <1.0 cm2 suggests severe AS.
AVArest, aortic valve area at rest; DSE, dobutamine stress echocardiography; 

AVApeak, aortic valve area at peak; Qrest, stroke volume at rest; Qpeak, stroke 
volume at peak DSE.
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Valvuloarterial impedance calculation

  Zva =   Systemic Arterial Pressure + Mean Pressure Gradient    ________________________________________   Stroke Volume Index    

                        Zva = Valvuloarterial Impedence                                                         (2)

6. Conclusions

The different hemodynamic categories of severe AS have shown to have varying 
clinical outcomes. Low flow state has exhibited the worst prognosis due to intrinsic 
myocardial dysfunction and/or under-recognition of the disease severity resulting 
in inappropriate delay in AVR. Low-gradient AS with low flow state is of particular 
challenge for clinical decision-making, especially when differentiating true-severe 
AS (where AVR may be beneficial) vs. pseudo-severe AS (where conservative medi-
cal management is appropriate). In LF/LG AS with reduced LVEF, DSE is beneficial 
for the confirmation of AS severity and risk stratification. In the setting of partial 
or no flow reserve, projected AVA and/or calcium scoring with MDCT may be 
useful to guide management. LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF is an entity where 
the natural history and the pathophysiology are not well understood. There has 
been much controversy and differing schools of thought around this AS subgroup. 
Numerous studies have shown that LF/LG AS with preserved LVEF is associated 
with poor prognosis, and therefore, careful evaluation and identification of these 
patients are necessary to ensure proper management. Calcium quantification using 
MDCT has shown to be the preferred technique for confirming AS severity with this 
subgroup. However, other investigators have reported that this AS entity represents 
moderate AS with no significant difference in outcomes between the groups. These 
discrepant findings may be resolved based on more randomized studies with large 
cohorts and with the application of more advanced diagnostic imaging techniques 
capable of overcoming the limitations of the currently available technology to better 
assess AS severity. In symptomatic high-gradient severe AS, regardless of the flow 
state, AVR is the only treatment option that has demonstrated to improve symptoms 
and survival. In asymptomatic high-gradient severe AS, regardless of the flow state, 
the current guidelines recommend watchful waiting and conservative management, 
although controversy exists about the optimal timing of intervention.

Over the years, the operative risk for SAVR for severe AS has significantly 
decreased, and TAVR has emerged as a promising alternative treatment for these 
patients with different operative risk profiles—high, intermediate, and more 
recently low risk. Recent data have supported that TAVR is superior or noninferior 
to SAVR in the treatment of severe AS and long-term follow-up assessment will 
better validate the true comparison between the two approaches and determine 
the optimal treatment strategy. As the TAVR technology continues to advance, the 
next generations of bioprostheses will be introduced which may further improve 
outcomes. Therefore, it is vital to accurately diagnose AS severity and identify those 
individuals who may benefit from AVR in a timely manner to optimize patient care 
and clinical outcomes.
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